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PREFACE

USSEX is in some ways unlike

any other county in England. It

is divided by the Downs into two

widely differing lands, the green

agricultural wooded Weald to the

north, and that strip of coast on the south

which probably gives rise during the summer
months to a greater display of human activity

than any other fifty miles of coast round Eng-
land. Sussex may well be called the play-

ground of London, whence it can be easily

reached, for it possesses at least a dozen well-

known seaside resorts which for four months in

the year are crowded with holiday makers in

search of healthful recreation. Crowborough,

lying 800 feet above the sea, is a favourite place

for invalids, and the new King's Sanatorium,

near Midhurst in the west, will prove anew, it

is hoped, the curative value of Sussex air. The
farmers of the Weald also are rapidly becoming
aware of the advantages resulting from the

"paying guest."



iv PREFACE

Those seeking change and rest may live for

a time beneath the grey walls of ancient castles

and priories, they may stay where there is

nothing to be heard but the song of the sky-

lark and nothing to be seen but earth and sky,

or they may go to the seaside and mingle

gaily with their fellows upon the cliffs, on the

fine esplanades or upon the wide stretches of

sand which fringe the shore. Thus, for those

who love quiet, Sussex offers a holiday set in

the atmosphere of the past, and for those who
desire it a holiday in a very vivid and energetic

present.

This volume has been divided into four parts,

the first dealing with the natural features of

the county and its industries; then comes a

chapter upon the centre of Sussex, which in-

cludes both Brighton and Lewes. The portion

upon West Sussex starts with Bosham and

Chichester, while the eastern part of the county,

beginning at East Grinstead, ends with the

delightful little town of Rye, close to Romney
Marsh and the Kent border.
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OF SUSSEX GENERALLY

" Each to his choice, and I rejoice
The lot has fallen to me

In a fair ground in a fair ground
Yea, Sussex by the sea !

"

Rudyard Kiplingt

USSEX has probably the longest

history of any of the counties of

England. As Edward A. Free-

man says,
" Sussex is no shire,

no department, but a component

England, older than England."

Of all the English counties it has been the one

which has changed least, which has been least

altered by modern improvements, least affected

by new inventions; it has few manufactures,

few dominant industries; the only clouds of

smoke which sully its atmosphere are those
9 B

element



10 THE OLD COAST

that drift from London. It is a place of sea-

coast and country-side ;
its rivers flow around

castle - crowned hills, through wooded valleys,

by towns which have seen nearly two thousand

years of change. On every side lie the rounded

graves of the ancient dead, and almost every

important hill tells its tale of Roman, Briton,

or Saxon. Its coast has been the landing-stage

of many foes who came to conquer or to be

conquered; yet of the fights that have been

fought within its borders the greatest of all

has been the prolonged struggle between the

sea and the land a struggle in which vic-

tory has swayed first on this side and then

on that. The old Selsey Cathedral lies a

mile out at sea, the old port of Shoreham

is a mile inland. Once the sea travelled up
the valley of the Adur and flowed almost to

the base of Chanctonbury Hill
;
there are still

to be read accounts of large vessels anchoring

at Bramber. Brighton's fisher-town once lay

beneath the cliff; Rye, built upon an insu-

lated rock, is now two miles inland, while

old Winchelsea has long been covered by the

waves. In an ancient map of Sussex a small

spot quite out at sea is marked with pathetic

simplicity as "Old Winchelsey Drowned"; the
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new "port" is now as far from the shore as

is its neighbour Rye.

Upon this coast, according to some authori-

ties, Caesar alighted ;
here landed, three hundred

years later, Ella the Saxon, with his sons

Cyssa, Cymen, and Wlencing ;
and here William

the Conqueror twice brought his soldiers when
he fought his way to the sovereignty of Britain.

Sussex is indeed a county as full of histori-

cal interest as it is of natural beauty and of

variety.

It is divided geographically into three

divisions the South Downs, the Weald, and

the Coast, of which, in the opinion of most

people, the Downs take pre-eminence, though
the beauty of all lies really in their inter-

relationship. From Hampshire through Sussex

to the sea at Beachy Head these hills of chalk

extend a distance of fifty-three miles, a range

of heights with softly rounded tops, ending

sometimes in an abrupt curve to the valley.

Occasionally in the west they are fringed, or

even as in one notable instance crowned, with

trees, but the grassy sides of those to the

east are broken by nothing more than a very

occasional hawthorn. By no means inaccessible

or unproductive, they have resisted man with
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sufficient strength to keep their solitudes un-

touched, their beauties unspoiled.

No one has written words about these Downs
which echo in the mind more than do those of

Mr. Rudyard Kipling in his "Sussex"

" No tender-hearted garden crowns,
No bosomed woods adorn,

Our blunt, bow-headed, whale-backed Downs,
But gnarled and writhen thorn

Bare slopes where chasing shadows skim,
And through the gaps revealed

Belt upon belt, the wooded, dim
Blue goodness of the Weald."

It is curious that in some early upheaval of

the land transverse cracks have been made
in the Downs, and these openings almost

exactly correspond in the North and the South

Downs. Thus the valley of the Wey in the

north corresponds with that of the Arun in

the south ; the Sussex Cuckmere with the

Medway; and the Ouse with the Darenth.

The Weald is a wide valley lying between

the North and the South Downs, a valley

where once, it is said, the sea rolled between

high chalk cliffs, where later a great river

estuary had upon its tree-grown banks pre-

historic crocodiles and other reptiles; and where,

later still, arose that wonderful forest of oaks
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known by the Celtic name of Andredsweald,

"the wood without habitation," a forest which

extended, according to Saxon chronicles, 120

miles from east to west and 90 miles from

north to south; and which the Venerable Bede

described in 731 A.D. as "thick and inaccessible,

the abode of deer, swine, and wolves."

When iron was found to exist in Eastern

Sussex, the Romans cut down the trees in

Ashdown that they might work it. In the

cinder -beds round Maresfield coins of Ves-

pasian, Samian ware, and other Roman relics

have been dug up, also in the cinder-beds at

Westfield and at Framfield. The Saxons may
or may not have continued the workings, but

there still exists in Burwash Church a cast-

iron monumental slab of the fourteenth century.

The guns employed by England in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries were of Sussex

manufacture, and the first iron cannon ever

cast in this country was made at Buxted by
Ralf Hogge in 1543, he being assisted by
French and Flemish gunsmiths. Over the

doorway of Hog House, near Buxted Church,
the residence of the Hogge family, may still

be seen the figure of a hog, with the date

1581. An old distich, turning the name by
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easy transition from Hogge to Huggett,

asserts that

" Master Huggett and his man John,

They did cast the first can-non."

With the rapid increase in the trade of

cannon - making, there went on a corre-

spondingly rapid decrease of the forests; the

old trees fell to feed the furnaces, and so

great was the destruction that Henry VIII.

and Elizabeth made provision against it. One

old writer evidently did not look upon the

clearance as an unmixed evil, for he says that

"people bred among woods are naturally more

stubborn and uncivil than in the champain

countries."

Drayton in his "
Polyolbion

" draws a

picture of the denuded Weald and her

daughters

" Four stately wood nymphs stand on the Sussexian ground,
Great Andredsweld's sometime : who, when she did abound
In circuit and in growth, all other quite suppress'd ;

But in her wane of pride, as she in strength decreas'd,

Her nymphs assumed the names, each one to her delight.

As Water-down, so call'd of her depressed site :

And Ash-down, of those trees that most in her do grow,
Set higher to the downs, as th' other standeth low.

Saint Leonard's, of the seat by which she next is plac'd,

And Whord, that with the like delighteth to be grac'd.

These forests as I say the daughters of the Weald
(That in their heavy breasts had long their grief conceal'd^
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Foreseeing their decay each hour so fast came on,

Under the ax's stroke fetched many a grievous groan,
When as the anvil's weight, and hammer's dreadful sound,

Even rent the hollow woods, and shook the queachy ground.
So that the trembling nymphs, opprest trough ghastly fear,

Ran madding to the downs, with loose dishevell'd hair."

Uttering their lament they finish with

"
Jove's oak, the warlike ash, vein'd elm, the softer beech,
Short hazel, maple plain, light asp, the bending wych,

Tough holly and smooth birch, must altogether burn :

What should the builder serve, supplies the forger's turn :

When under public good, base private gain takes hold,

And we, poor woful woods, to ruin lastly sold."

Notwithstanding this protest the cannon-

founding went on bravely through the seven-

teenth century, and then the want of fuel,

and the impossibility of competing successfully

against the coal districts, brought about its

decline. As recently, however, as a century ago
the Ashburnham furnace was at work.

In spite of this destruction of trees, Sussex

is still the best wooded county in England,

probably owing to the fact that a circle of

trees was left for growth wherever a wood
was cut down : so that in addition to the

isolated forests and woods, bands of trees,

called "shaws," edge almost every field, and

make a thick tracery over the low lands.

Another result of the iron-working was the
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formation by damming of innumerable ponds,

that a water-supply might be secured for the

machinery which set the forge and hammer in

motion. The northern districts of St. Leonards,

Worth, and Balcombe are sometimes described

as "the lake district of Sussex," owing to the

number of these " hammer ponds."

When William the Conqueror surveyed the

country, for the better purposes of defence he

divided this, his most vulnerable county, into six

"rapes," which he bestowed upon his most

powerful barons. These divisions ran almost

due north and south, and, according to Camden,
each included a river, a castle, and a forest,

each castle being named after its rape. Thus

in the Rape of Hastings, which went to Robert,

Earl of Eu, were Hastings Castle, the river

Rother, and the forest of Dallington. In the

Pevensey division, assigned to Robert, Earl of

Moreton, the Cuckmere runs on one side and

Ashdown Forest on the other
;
Lewes Castle,

which was given to the king's son-in-law,

William, Earl of Warenne and Surrey, stands

by its river, the Ouse, though its forest, Worth,
is near to the Surrey border. Bramber Castle

went to the family of De Braose, and is upon

the Adur, looking across the summer meadows
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and the winter lakes and swamps of the

Western Weald to its forest of St. Leonards.

Arundel Castle dominated both its river Arun

and the forest of Arundel, while Chichester is

close to the Lavant, and only a few miles

south of what once was Charlton Forest.

Both these rapes were given to Roger, Earl

de Montgomeri.

The eastern corner of Sussex is largely

marshland, extending to Romney Marsh in Kent,

and it is of this stretch that Mrs. Rosamund

Marriott Watson has written

44 The black downs tower to westward,
A tomb for the buried sun,

The flats of the water meadows
Are fading from green to dun.

Dark spreads the vast arena

Swart on the yellow light,

And out of the gloom and the silence

A strange voice cries to the night"

South of the Downs lies that narrow strip

of coast which is the most frequented of any

round the British Isles, edged by a long line

of chalky cliffs, sheltered from north and east

winds, open it is true to western gales, but

basking in the full glory of the sun. Hastings,

St. Leonards, Bexhill, Eastbourne, Seaford,

Brighton, Worthing, Littlehampton, and Bog-
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nor, all these towns beckon alluringly to

holiday-makers, and especially to the pleasure-

seekers of London. In the west the Downs
are ten miles from the sea, but they creep

nearer until they themselves are washed by

the tides at Beachy Head, while the cliffs of

Brighton are but a spur of the hills which

defy the storms.

This section of the English coast has seen

many a wild fight, not only against the

Roman, the Saxon, the Dane, and the Norman,
but between the smugglers and the coast-

guard, between Royalist and Puritan. Many a

tomb in a little Sussex church has hidden kegs
of brandy and other desirable things; caves in

the cliffs, unsuspected spots in the Downs,
secret cellars under hearthstones, from Rye to

Selsey, are, now that organised smuggling is a

thing of the past, known to have been used as

storehouses.

Now, in place of poor fishing- smuggling

villages, we see large prosperous towns, still

carrying on one of the most respectable pro-

fessions in the world that of fishing but draw-

ing their wealth in legitimate ways from the

pockets of their visitors, rather than by out-

witting the vigilance of the Government.







PART I

CENTRAL SUSSEX

As Brighton, the largest Sussex town, is

almost in the centre of the county's coast-line,

and as it is within easy reach of many beautiful

spots, it forms a good starting-point for those

who would know this "land of quiet" more

intimately. Immense and crowded as is this
" London - super - Mare "

(a term which Mr.

Henry James says may be applied to all large

English watering-places), the atmosphere of

quiet broods over it. Its broad streets, its

well-built houses, its many visitors, impress

one with the sense of leisure. People walk

gracefully here; here are no hurrying, crowded

omnibuses, no streams of workers marching
with unceasing tramp to this or that point,

no jostling or pushing in the eager desire to

be first. For the worn-out man or jaded woman

who, loving town,, desires rest with society,

there can be no place like Brighton. Protected
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by the South Downs from northern or eastern

winds, it basks in the sunlight, and has the

reputation for suffering from less rain than

almost any other watering-place. It was Dr.

Johnson who attributed its constant sun to its

dearth of trees. But this was no good quality

in his mind, for he is said to have hated Bright-

helmstone Downs, "because it was a country so

truly desolate that if one had a mind to hang
one's self for desperation at being obliged to

live there, it would be difficult to find a tree

on which to fasten the rope." Its sunni-

ness is as true now as it was when Thackeray
wrote :

"
It is the fashion to run down George IV.,

but what myriads of Londoners ought to thank

him for inventing Brighton ! One of the best

physicians our city has ever known is kind,

cheerful Doctor Brighton. Hail, thou purveyor
of shrimps, and honest prescriber of South

Down mutton
;
no fly so pleasant as Brighton

flys ;
nor any cliffs so pleasant to ride on

; no

shops so beautiful to look at as the Brighton

gim-crack shops and the fruit -shops and the

market. I fancy myself in Mrs. Honeyman's

lodgings in Steyne Gardens, and in enjoyment
of all these things."
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Brighthelmstone was a fishing village when
William the Norman granted the manor to the

Earl de Warenne, and a fishing centre it has

been ever since. In its early days the fisher-

men lived on the shore below the cliff, where

they were several times attacked by the French

and many times despoiled by storm and flood.

At last they had to join the land-dwellers on

the cliff, and watch even that slowly fall into

the sea. The fortunes of the village sunk lower

and lower until, in 1750, Dr. Russell of Lewes
wrote a book on the remedial effects of sea-

bathing, and four years later went to Brighton

to attend the patients who had been persuaded

to take the dread journey through woods and

over hills for the sake of the bracing air. In

1770 Dr. Johnson, Mrs. Thrale, and Fanny

Burney were staying there, but it was not

until after the Prince of Wales had visited the

place twice that it became fashionable.

In the centre of the town, running north-

ward from the sea, is the Steyne, said by some

authorities to be the great stone or rock upon
which the fishermen dried and mended their

nets, and by others to be connected with the

old Roman road which ran from Arundel to

Pevensey. On the western side of this the
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"first Gentleman in Europe" built his Pavilion,

of which, after its reconstruction in 1817, an old

writer gives a bizarre but admiring account,

describing its decorations as magnificent, with

its staircase painted bright blue, its library

brilliant yellow, its "eating-room" "ceiling sky-

blue, panels dark maroon, and style yellow." In

this gorgeous palace George chose a ground-

floor bedroom, and had his bed so cunningly

surrounded with mirrors that he could lie at

his ease and watch all that went on either way
of his favourite promenade.

Streets and houses arose, a coach ran daily

to and from London, and "every one who was

any one" joined the Prince at Brighton. The
old town became youthful, men of wit played

pranks like schoolboys, rode on each other's

backs in races, shot sea-gulls or chimneys
from the Steyne; the ladies were dipped in

the sea by Martha Gunn, who became quite a

noted person, and in this remedial pastime we
find the origin of sea-bathing in England.
There is even a story of one gentleman of

fashion driving a pair of horses up Mrs. Fitz-

herbert's staircase, and finding himself unable

to cope with the problem of how to get them
down again. People outdid each other in their
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desire to attract notoriety. The following is an

account of one such who succeeded only too

well for his name is forgotten and he remains

in history solely as the Green Man. "He
is dressed in green pantaloons, green waist-

coat, green frock, green cravat, and though
his ears, whiskers, eyebrows, and chin are

better powdered than his head, which is, how-

ever, covered with flour, his countenance, no

doubt from the reflection of his clothes, is also

green. He eats nothing but greens, fruits, and

vegetables; has his rooms painted green, and

furnished with green sofas, green chairs, green

tables, green bed, and green curtains. His gig,

his livery, his portmanteau, Jiis gloves, and his

whip are all green. With a green silk hand-

kerchief in his hand, and a large watch-chain

with green seals, fastened to the green buttons

of his green waistcoat, he parades every day on

the Steyne."

The Prince rebuilt the Pavilion in 1817,

and having his sympathies aroused by Lord

Amherst's mission to the Chinese, he designed

it after a Chinese pattern of his own. His

stables were roofed by a gorgeous dome, only

twenty feet less in diameter than that of St.

Paul's, which drew the remark from Sydney
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Smith that "one might think St. Paul's had

come to Brighton and pupped." Then the

Prince Regent tried to outdo the grandeur of

his stables by covering the top of the Pavilion

with domes of all sizes, provoking the couplet

"
Pagodas salute us from London's high road,
For a la Cbinoise is the taste a la mode."

The stables now form a gilded and commo-

dious concert - room, while the whole building

with its grounds, having been bought by the

town from Queen Victoria for 53,000, is used

as a museum and social institution.

Brighton is famous for one historic episode,

that of Charles the Second's escape to France.

After leaving Worcester in 1657, the King

eventually arrived at Brighton in company
with Colonel Counter, and went to the George
Inn in West Street. There a bargain was

struck with one Tattersal, or Tetersal, that

his boat should be ready by two o'clock in

the morning to carry the King to France.

Mr. Tattersal made the very most of his oppor-

tunity, requiring such hard conditions that ft

was doubtful whether the fugitive would get

away at all. At last the boat started, and King
Charles was landed at Fe*camp. The party

had not left Brighthelmstone two hours before
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soldiers came to search "for a tall black man
six foot and two inches high." The name of

the inn was later changed to "The King's

Head," as Fanny Burney says with "loyal

satisfaction,"
" His black-wigged Majesty has

from the time of the Restoration been its sign."

Mr. Tattersal had little belief in the faith of

kings, for when Charles had returned to his

capital the shipmaster brought his vessel up the

Thames and moored it opposite Whitehall, as a

reminder, with the result that he and his heirs

received an annuity of ;ioo, his brig became

a fifth-rate man-of-war, and he himself took the

rank of captain. When he died his tomb was

covered with black marble, bearing a long in-

scription, part of which runs

"When Charles the Great was nothing but a breath,

This valiant soul stept 'tween him and death,

Usurper's threats, nor tyrant rebel's frowne,
Could not affright his duty to the crowne,
Which glorious act of his for church and state,

Eight princes, in one day, did gratulate."

Of the old chain-pier, a thing of wonder in

the Prince Regent's time, nothing now is left

but its submerged piles with a buoy floating

above, but the West Pier and the Palace Pier

(opposite which is the Aquarium, built upon the

old fish market) are light, broad structures
D
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offering good promenades to visitors, though

the best walk is to be found on the front which

extends for four miles along the coast. To the

east is Kemp Town, built by Thomas Read

Kemp in 1820-30, and here are four promenades,

one above the other, the sheltered Invalids'

Garden being warm in almost all seasons. The

sea-wall is at this point sixty feet high, and

that such a wall is necessary is amply proved

by the condition of the country beyond.

Among the many interesting walks from the

town is that to Rottingdean and Ovingdean, the

former being about four and a half miles. The
old Rottingdean road on the cliff is fast falling

into the sea. I remarked of it some time ago
to a man in the place, "You cannot drive

along it now !

" " Drive !

" he replied,
" we

can't drive, and as for walking, well, you might

walk, but I'd rather face another Boer War
than trust myself upon it." To the right a

short distance along the more inland road is

visible the Grand Stand of the Brighton Race

Course, with the workhouse suggestively behind

it. Roedean College, just out of Brighton on

this road, is an enormous building in which

some hundreds of girls are educated. Once
when I was driving that way the hired man
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on the box shouted excitedly, "There they are

at bar two, they are ail young ladies, they are !

"

Turning
1

,
I saw a number of girls in dark foot-

ball costumes, at that distance indistinguishable

from men, grouped round one of the goals in

the field.

A little higher on the Downs we begin to

understand what the calm of Sussex is. The

softly curved hills, cultivated here and there

even over their summits, lie in an atmosphere
of profound peace. There is perhaps no other

creature in sight, or perhaps in the distance a

pair of steaming horses slowly draw a plough
over the soil. The sunlight lies in a golden

path upon the sea, and makes dazzling the

patches of white chalk which break the green

and brown of grass and earth. The deep silence

is only broken by the tinkle of the wether's bell.

Rottingdean, which will be for long renowned

as the residence of Sir E. Burne-Jones and of

Mr. Rudyard Kipling, was once but a small

fishing village, which has since developed into a

literary and art shrine, though artists and ad-

mirers can now only look at the houses which

once held the great men; Sir Edward Burne-

Jones lies in the village churchyard (where is

also William Black's last home), and his dis-
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tinguished nephew fled to the greater seclu-

sion of Burwash. But visitors will still flock to

this village which is becoming modernised with

newly built houses if only to see the stained-

glass windows in the church designed for the

place of his adoption by one of the greatest of

our modern artists. It was here that in the

reign of Richard II. the French landed with

the intention of sacking Lewes Priory, and were

met by the Prior, John de Cariloo, on the

Downs above Rottingdean. In the " sore

scrymmysche" which took place the Prior was

taken prisoner, but the French, who would risk

no more fighting, retired. A hundred years

ago this little place was famous for its wells,

said to be empty at high tide, but full when
the sea was low! Perhaps this was a Sussex

myth accounting for the tides. The autumn

traveller will be impressed by the fact that

round every farm and on almost every down
side from Beachy Head to Chichester, the

mangel-wurzel is being gathered in, and at

Ovingdean, which lies half a mile to the north

of the road, lived the man, Thomas Felling,

who is reputed to have first introduced that

root into England. A mile or so still to the

north is Balsdean, enclosed by the Downs. It
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must have been in some such place as this

that Mr. Kipling wrote his beautiful poem
upon Sussex, from which I have already quoted.

Indeed the Downs inspire those who know
them well with the same feeling which is ex-

pressed by folk returned from Africa, who hear

the Veld "a-calling." To that sentiment some

verses which were published in The Academy

by Mr. Charles Hart upon the Downsman give

simple expression

" His fancy flies the crowded streets,

The noise, the stir of town,
And peace is his where shepherds watch

All silent on the Down."

This atmosphere of peace is also implied in

some verses by Mr. Hilaire Belloc

"
I will gather and carefully make my friends

Of the men of the Sussex Weald.

They watch the stars from silent folds,

They stiffly plough the field.

By them and the God of the South Country

My poor soul shall be healed."

Mr. Robert Bridges, too, has been finely in-

spired on the same subject. Witness his poem

beginning
" O bold, majestic Downs, smooth, fair, and lonely ;

O still solitude, only matched in the skies;

Perilous in steep places,

Soft in the level races,
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Where sweeping in phantom silence the cioudland flies

With lovely undulation of fall and rise;

Entrenched with thickets thorned,

By delicate miniature dainty flowers adorned.

I climb your crown, and lo ! a sight surprising
Of sea in front uprising, steep and wide :

And scattered ships ascending
To heaven, lost in the blending

Of distant blues, where water and sky divide,

Urging their engines against wind and tide,

And all so small and slow,

They seem to be wearily pointing the way they would go."

Perhaps the most popular excursion from

Brighton is that to the Devil's Dyke; so

popular is it that a special rail has been laid,

and nineteen out of twenty misguided travellers

go by it, being landed at what seems to me the

least impressive spot that could be found in

the district. Many who see the Dyke come
back saying, "The Dyke, it is nothing! but

the scenery from its summit is wonderful !

"

Yet, in fact, the hills which make the Dyke,
now alas, it is said, to be given over to the

speculative builder, are more wonderful than

all the scenery of the Weald, and the way
fully to appreciate their fascination is to leave

the beaten track and wander about them at

will.

A good way thither is by road to the Plough,
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outside Pyecombe, that being the junction of the

two roads to London with the road to Brigh-

ton. The route thither passes through Preston,

now part of Brighton, with its 60 acre park
and its little unique church of pure Saxon

build; and by the small hamlets of Withdean

and Patcham. Here All Saints' Church stands

boldly and yet modestly surrounded by trees

upon the hill to the right of the road, during

the restoration of which building a wall-painting

of the "Doom" was discovered. Of the green

slopes which go far to make Patcham, a man
once said to me, "I have seen thousands and

thousands of rabbits and pheasants and par-

tridges running about there, and squirrels

darting across the road under the horses' feet."

This gentleman may have been vague as to

numbers, but the spot certainly suggests such

wild life. Pangdean, the next village, has a

curious air; the flint cottages are built in twos,

each cottage showing four windows to the road,

its door being hidden somewhere at the back.

And in the centre of each two cottages a stone

crown is embedded, the same decoration en-

larged being over the door of the farm-house.

Pangdean, pronounced by the inhabitants

"Pindean," reminding us of its ancient title,
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"
Pinhedene," is royal property, and thus bears

the sign of its ownership. The word "dean,"

which is so frequently used in place-names in

this district, denotes a depression among the

hills, not so accentuated, however, as Combe.

From Pangdean it is a short distance to

the Plough, and there for a moment comes

indecision as to route. We are in the very

centre of hills. Before us rises a spur of

Ditchling Beacon, the summit of which is 858

feet above sea - level, whence a most beautiful

view may be obtained of nearly the whole of

Sussex, with the sea shining at its edge. Here

the Romans made a camp and dug a road deep

enough to send an army unperceived into the

low land of the Weald. Partly by this old

way we may descend into Ditchling, which in

spite of its antiquity, or perhaps because of it,

is still a small village. On its common rises a

chalybeate spring, once much patronised for

rheumatism, but now ignored. Not far away
we may gaze with some wonder at Jacob's

Post, a morbid relic of the past, protected by
rails from those who, seeking a charm against

toothache to carry in their pockets, think to

find it here. It is the remains of a gibbet

erected in 1734 to revenge three murders by a
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Jew pedlar, Jacob Harris. He had cut the

throats of three people at a public-house, was

found at Horsham, and hung in chains near the

spot of his crime.

The road to the Dyke lies in an opposite

direction, from that of Ditchling, and by taking
the turning to the left of the Plough we

approach the old - fashioned village of Pye-
combe once famous for shepherds' crooks

nestling between two of the smoothly sloping

hills, passing first the little old low-towered

church, which stands on an eminence of its

own. This church holds a pre-Norman font,

and in the churchyard a strange altar-stone,

bearing the date of 1603 ;
the tradition runs

that a Mr. Hollingdale, tenant of Pangdean

Farm, was so terribly frightened by an epi-

demic of the plague, that he lived in a cave

which he had made a mfle distant. Return-

ing home too soon, he caught the infection,

died, and was buried beneath this uncommon
memorial.

To climb the northern slope above Pyecombe
is to attain, after a considerable walk, to the

top of Wolstonbury (Saxon for the stronghold
of Wulstan). Though rising not quite to 700

feet, it gives the impression of greater eleva-
E
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tion; it is crowned by an earthwork, which is

believed to be of Celtic origin, and was used

by the Romans as a military encampment.

Standing upon its northern side, the traveller

looks down upon Hurstpierpoint, with Danny
Park, containing a brick mansion of Elizabethan

date, and remarkable for its stately oaks

"
High oaks and old, the which we hold

No more than ' Sussex weed '

;

"

Beyond lies the Weald, that great stretch of

country between the North and South Downs,

composed of meadow land and wood. From the

southern slope of Wolstonbury looking back

upon the way, we see the road to Brighton

shining like a river in the sun and guarded by
little groups of grey houses winding among the

hills, which are edged by the line of the golden
sea.

To the south of Pyecombe rises the noble

ridge of Saddlescombe
; to the west the right-

hand road leads round the base of the hill

to Newtimber, a small village in the midst

of romantic scenery, with a moated grange.

The left road goes to Poynings, which lies

partly upon the Downs and partly in the

Weald. The old name for this parish was

Punnins, and the modern spelling is still
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pronounced Punnings. It is a beautiful spot,

possessing a long record in history. The
church was founded by one of the De

Ponynges, who, dying in 1369, had added to

his will : "I demise to him who may be my
heir, a ruby ring, which is the charter of my
heritage of Poynings, together with the helmet

and armour which my father demised to me."

In the parish of Poynings lies the Devil's

Dyke.

A most tempting walk is that from Pye-

combe over Saddlescombe Height, rising slowly

from the valley, the Weald stretching both

nearer and farther. Wolstonbury grows in

majesty, and the curves and slopes of line

after line of Downs come slowly into sight.

From its wooded height, as from the top of

the Dyke Hill, there is a view, on a clear day,

into six counties, straight across to Leith

Hill in the North Downs. Turning to the

south, we look over the hills and see nought
but them and the border of the sea; but down

in the valley lies a little nest of houses called

Saddlescombe, now scarcely more than a farm-

house, but once a Preceptory of Knights-

Templars, and before us is the Dyke Hill.

Here, with steeply rounded slope, it drops
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into the valley, and to see it framed with the

red and gold glories of the evening sun,

making it

"Too dim for green, too luminous for grey,"

is to see one of the most impressive sights

these wonderful hills can offer.

To the left rise the little towers of the

telpher cableway, which spans the Dyke, and

which, without breaking the spell of the place,

raises a little laugh at the weakness of

humanity. That the visitors should miss the

real things, and go by the railway which lands

them near the head of " the Poor Man's "
ditch,

be swung across its depths in a cage, amuse

themselves on the swings and roundabouts,

exclaim over the "camera obscura," drink tea

and ale, be carried down into the Weald and

up again on the steep-grade railway, and then

go home satisfied, is more marvellous than the

most fascinating scenery in the world, though
even those with deeper interests will ap-

preciate the rest and refreshment offered at

the "Dyke" Hotel. But at the mystic hour

of early evening all these things fade out of

sight; only the loneliness and the unspoilable

beauty remain.

The Dyke itself is a great chasm, a steep
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declivity between the hills. Once when

George IV. was boasting of his youthful

exploits, he said that he had made a body
of troops charge down the Devil's Dyke, to

which the Duke of Wellington quietly re-

torted, "Very steep, Sir." On the crest which

it divides from the range of Downs is an oval

camp, with broad ditch and rampart nearly

a mile in circumference. The rampart is

popularly called "The Poor Man's Wall," thus

being assigned to the Devil, who, in Sussex

parlance, bears that name. It was from this

high crest that "The Poor Man" gazed across

the Weald and noted about seventy churches

" Here Poynings cruciform, and there,

Hurst, Albourne, Bolney, Newtimber,
Cuckfield and more with towering crest"

Muttering, "Can I with common patience

see these churches, and not one for me?" he

determined to dig in one night a ditch which

should let in the sea and drown them all.

The Sussex antiquary, William Hamper,
tells how an old woman, looking from her

window, saw what was happening, and

" Swift 'cross her mind a thought then flew,

That she by stratagem might do
A deed which luckily should save

Her country from a watery grave;
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By his own weapons fairly beating
The father of all lies and cheating !

Forth from her casement in a minute,
A sieve, with flaming candle in it,

She held to view and simple Nick,

Who, ne'er suspecting such a trick,

(All rogues are fools) when first his sight
A full-orb'd luminary bright
Beheld he fled his work undone,
Scared at the sight of a new sun,
And muttering curses that the day
Should drive him from his work away !

Night after night this knowing dame
Watched but again Nick never came !

Who now dares call the action evil

To hold a candle to the Devil? "

No high mountainous district can be lone-

lier than these Downs after the sinking of

the sun. I have walked for seven miles on

good Down roads after sunset without meeting

a human being. Once a man with a lantern

gazed wonderingly at me over a wall, and

as I passed Hangleton House the dogs barked

so lustily and persistently that they were let

out into the open to scare away whatever

tramps might be abroad. In this pure air the

stars shine with a brilliance that town dwellers

never witness.

On the southern slope of the Downs, above

Aldrington, lies Hangleton House, a Tudor

mansion, showing signs of an earlier period,
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once the abode of the Bellinghams, but now
a farm. In its kitchen are oaken panels, upon
which are carved the Ten Commandments, fol-

lowed by the lines

"
Persevere, ye perfect men,
Ever keep these precepts ten."

On the height above stands its little Early

English church, which for many years, until

its restoration in 1876, was open to the skies.

A curious feature of the Downs is the exist-

ence of large numbers of fairy rings, sometimes

called "hag-tracks." There is a certain con-

fusion in the minds of the country people con-

cerning witches, fairies, and Pharisees, one

which is eluded by the simple method of class-

ing all alike under the last name, but retaining

a meaning of lightness and joviality. "We'll

sing and dance like Pharisees," is a line from

an old harvest song.

Brighton has grown with such rapidity that

it has already taken in Hove and Aldrington

on the coast, places which a hundred years ago
had been so ruined by the sea that they had

become depopulated. In 1802 the storms had

left only the nave of Hove Church, the arches

of which had been filled in with flints and the

bell hung in the roof, a service being held there
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once in six weeks. Aldrington, a mile farther

west, an important place when Brighton was a

village, and once the site of a Saxon monastery,

had been so reduced in 1831 from a town to a

street, from a street to a few houses, that the

census recorded a population of two the toll-

keeper and his wife! The man possessed only

one leg, and when his wife died the parish con-

sisted
" of three-quarters of one," remarks an old

writer. In 1402 Aldrington church was the abode

of a hermit, one Thomas Bolle, who obtained

the bishop's licence to seclude himself there.

Hundreds of years ago, when the mouth of

the Adur was farther west, Aldrington, accord-

ing to most authorities, was the Portus Adurni

of the Romans, and stood on the flat lands

between the river and the sea. That town has

long been beneath the waves, and the new

Aldrington is one of red brick, public schools,

and tramways. To Shoreham the distance is but

three or four miles through Portslade, keeping

Southwick, a centre for the oyster fishing, and

Kingston-on-Sea, where the Adur debouches, to

the left.

Shoreham Harbour is a strangely long, narrow

strip of water, protected by sand-banks, and

entered by a small channel. Old Shoreham,
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where Ella landed to complete his conquest of

Southern England, now lies inland, its sea-way
silted up by the river, while the houses, which

crept seaward with the land, are now called

New Shoreham. Of the two churches, that of

St. Mary is one of the finest in the county,

but it is probable that the smaller Norman
church of St. Nicholas, in Old Shoreham, is

more ancient. A quaint wooden bridge, 500 feet

long, crosses the Adur at the latter place, while

a suspension bridge was given to the newer

town by the Duke of Norfolk sixty years ago.

When Shoreham was the chief highway to Nor-

mandy, John landed here to take his crown

after his brother's death, and later the port fur-

nished 26 ships and 329 mariners to the fleet

of Edward III. before Calais.

To the right of the river, upon a slope of

the hill which extends to Cissbury Camp, stands

the College of North Lancing, a fine landmark

for those at sea. From the Downs above Mr.

Swinburne evidently wrote the musical lines

" Rose-red eve on the seas that heave sinks fair as dawn
when the first ray peers ;.

Winds are glancing from sunbright Lancing to Shoreham,
crowned with the grace of years ;

Shoreham, clad with the sunset, glad and grave with glory
that death reveres.
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Higher and higher to the north aspire the green smooth-

swelling unending Downs ;

East and west on the brave earth's breast glow girdle-

jewels of gleaming towns
;

Southward shining, the lands declining, subside in peace
that the sea's light crowns."

At Lancing the bearded tit, and at Shore-

ham the reed-warbler, lived until they fled before

the railway.

From Shoreham to Bramber is a distance of

about four miles, either by the narrow road

which runs along the Adur called Shoreham

Gap, one of those curious fissures in the chalk

which are said to correspond in Northern and

Southern Downs, or by the less frequented and

more hilly way through Coombes and Buttolphs,

these parishes being peculiar for containing each

only an old, little church. Bramber (Saxon,

Brymm burh, a fortified hill) is a small village

with a wide and pleasant street at the foot of

a hill, upon which a ruined castle keeps guard.

In early years the sea flowed as far as this,

where was then the estuary of the Adur, and

large ships could anchor before the castle. The
Saxons not only fortified this promontory, but

had a palace here, and when the Normans
came as masters in their turn, William de

Braose built a new Norman castle upon the
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Saxon foundations. Now the crumbling keep
and fragment of a wall boldly overlook the

miles of meadow and wood land where once the

waters stretched; children play and picnickers

lounge where once the soldier stood alert on

the look - out for enemies. Mr. Lower, the

Sussex historian, thinks that here was the

Portus Adurni, for between Bramber and Beed-

ing the remains of a Roman bridge have been

found, made upon the ancient road which passed
from Dover to Winchester.

In Bramber's High Street is a curious rural

museum, in which stuffed rodents, such as rats

and rabbits, play the parts of human beings.

Bramber has also the distinction of having in

the bad old days been the most rotten borough
in England, the voters having been eighteen

in number. The whole place was before the

Reform Act composed of thirty -two houses,

two -thirds of which were in the borough of

Steyning. One innkeeper made out a bill to

the candidate thus: "To 100 dinners, .100;
to sundries, .200," which presumably was the

price of his vote. And yet, on the other hand,

we find from good authority that in 1768 "one

of the tenants of the miserable cottages refused

.1000 for his vote." The view from the castle
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is very beautiful: to the south the sea, to the

west and east the "rolling downs," with on

the west the addition of steep chalk cliffs,

speaking of an ancient intimacy with the sea,

to the north the Weald.

Upper Seeding is a small village on the

other side of the river, where once a Sele Priory

flourished, and near which is the site of an

ancient heathen cemetery, still remembered in

the name of Heathen Burials. In 1800 a very

large tumulus was opened containing more

than a hundred Roman urns.

Near where the hills slope on both sides of

the Adur lies Steyning, partly on the Downs.

It is fairly certain that Steyning has never since

been so important as it was in the time of King

Alfred, who called it Stenningham in his will,

and whose father, Athelwolf, was buried in St.

Cuthman's Church, though his body was after-

wards removed to Westminster Abbey. King

Harold, who made a gift of the lands to the

Abbey of Fecamp in Normandy, and afterwards

revoked the gift, thus incurring the increased

animosity of William, had a mint here; but it

was St. Cuthman, its titular saint, who cen-

turies before gave it dignity. As a lad Cuth-

man attended his father's sheep, and wishing to
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go home to his dinner one day, he drew a circle

round the flock, forbidding the animals in the

name of God to go beyond it. On his return he

found that they had obeyed him, so thereafter

he frequently used his power. When his father

died he determined to travel that he might find

his appointed dwelling, and being unable to

leave his infirm old mother behind him, he con-

structed a sort of wheelbarrow, with a cord to

steady the handles passing over his shoulders.

In this the old woman lay, and Cuthman
wheeled her before him eastward across the

country. The cord broke, and the young man
could find nothing better than elder twigs to

replace it. Some haymakers laughed at him

and his twig rope, and immediately a heavy

shower descended
;
since when every haymaking

in that meadow has been spoiled by the rain.

The twigs gave way at Steyning, and Cuthman

took it as a Divine intimation that he should

go no farther. He first built himself a hut,

and then constructed a wooden church, in which

he was eventually buried. The present church

now stands over the spot of the original build-

ing, and has bells made by John Waylett, an

itinerant bell-founder of the eighteenth century.

In Norman times Steyning had a port, called
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St. Cuthman's Port, where small vessels could

ride. But the river narrowed, and the fortunes

of Steyning waned. It is now a quiet place,

devoting itself more or less to agriculture.

Walking north from Steyning, and taking

the road to West Grinstead, we leave Wiston

Park on our left, lying at the foot and partly

on the side of one of the most noble of the

Downs, Chanctonbury Ring, the rounded summit

of which is crowned by a group of beeches.

These beeches were planted by one Charles

Goring of Wiston in 1760, and at once render

remarkable a height which is third only to

Cissbury and Ditchling. From its top the

whole sweep of valley and wood is commanded

as far as the hills of Surrey. Wiston Manor
is Elizabethan, retaining in its great hall a

beautiful Charles I. ceiling in carved wood. It

was built by Sir Thomas Shirley in 1576. Sir

Hugh Shirley was one of the four knights who,

clad in royal armour, successively encountered,

and were successively slain by, Douglas at

Shrewsbury in 1403. Shakespeare refers to this

in "King Henry IV."

"Hold up thy head, vile Scot, or thou art like

Never to hold it up again ! the spirits

Of Shirley, Stafford, Blunt, are in my arms !
"
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Sir Thomas's three sons were the famous

"Shirley Brothers," whose adventures were so

wonderful that a play on the theme was acted

during their lifetime (in 1607), while the story

of their travels has been told in many forms.

Sir Anthony went to Africa, "where the rain

did stink as it fell down from the heavens,

and within six hours did turn into maggots."

Wiston may some day succeed Stratford-on-

Avon as a shrine, for some years ago a book

was published in which it was sought to prove

that Sir Anthony Shirley was the author of

Shakespeare's plays. Wiston Church is close

to the mansion, and has some interesting

brasses and monuments to the Shirleys.

It would be easy to spend some hours

wandering about this district on the way to

West Grinstead, leaving the Downs to the

south and passing through the valley.

North-east of Wiston lies Henfield, upon
Barrow Hill beyond a stretch of low meadows

which in winter are often covered with water.

It is a particularly picturesque and well-kept

village near the Adur, where the family of

Borrer, well known in scientific circles, has long

resided. Here it was, in 1209, that the then

vicar of the parish was granted monetary means
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by his bishop that he might live "in an honour-

able manner, and have a suitable maintenance,

and not be reduced to the opprobrious necessity

of begging !

"
In the little church is an epitaph

on a child of nine, which runs

"Great Jove hath lost his Ganymede I know,
Which made him seek another here below,
And finding none, not one like unto this,

Have ta'en him hence into eternall blis.

Cease then for thy dear Meneleb to weep,
God's darling was too good for thee to keep,
But rather joye in this great favour given,
A child is made A Saint in heaven."

It was in the marshy districts here that I

learned of a supposed cure for ague. On a

three-cornered piece of paper the following lines

should be written, and worn round the neck

until they drop off

"Ague, ague, I thee defy,

Three days shiver,

Three days shake,
Make me well for Jesus' sake."

Albourne Place, east of Henfield, was built by

Archbishop Juxon, who attended Charles I. on

the scaffold, and who fled from his residence and

from the Parliamentarians in the disguise of a

bricklayer.

Three or four miles north-west of Henfield

lies West Grinstead, a large village surrounded
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by copses and meadow-land. Its chief point of

interest is the Park, once the property of

Thomas Shirley of Wiston fame who, dying

there, told in his will, made in 1606, that he

was sure that he would rest "both body and

soul in the highest comfortable heaven of

heavens" among the elect saints of God, of

whom "I assuredly account myself to be one."

It was in West Grinstead churchyard that the

following and more modest epitaph was once

to be seen

"Vast, strong was I, but yet did dye,
And in my grave asleep I lye ;

My grave is steaned (stoned) round about,
Yet I hope the Lord will find me out."

An old oak is shown in this Park under which

it is said that Pope delighted to sit when on

a visit to his friend John Caryll, and its

branches "may have heard the first murmured
music of the 'Rape of the Lock,'" for it is

believed that that renowned poem was written

at West Grinstead House.

A mile away lies the merest fragment of an

old Norman building, Knepp (from A.-S. Cnoep)

Castle, all that remains of one of the six great

fortresses which defended the six rapes of

Sussex. It belonged, as did all places in the
c
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Rape of Bramber, to the De Braoses, who had

possession of the forests around with their

"grete store of harts." King John several

times stayed here. Knepp Pond, which fed

the Castle moat, is the largest piece of water

in the county. Half a mile north-west of the

ruins stood the new mansion, a large castel-

lated building, containing some fine pictures.

A disastrous fire occurred here, however, in

January 1904, in which many pictures, including

some by Holbein, were burnt.

Cowfold, a collection of small farms, lies

two miles east from Grinstead, to the south of

St. Leonard's Forest. It is noteworthy chiefly

because in its pretty little church is one of the

finest brasses in the country, one nearly ten

feet long, to Thomas Nelond, Prior of Lewes,
who died in 1433. South of Cowfold is the Car-

thusian monastery of St. Hugh, the largest in

England, completed in the Norman style in 1883.

The road to Horsham passes through Nut-

hurst, with the ruined Sedgwick Castle in the

Park to the left, the foundations of which were

surrounded by a wide moat. Skirting the forest

for about four miles, we enter Horsham by
East Street, and soon reach the Carfax (from

the French Quatre-faces or Quatre voies), which
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stands at the junction of the four chief roads.

It is a small railed-in space, enshrining- at its

centre the old iron ring which was used as late

as 1814 for bull-baiting-. There is nothing here

like the fine conduit "Carfax" at Nuneham,
which was removed from the far more famous

Carfax of Oxford. A great part of the town
is paved with Horsham stone, which was once

dug at some quarries a mile and a half to

the north. Cut in thin slabs, it has also

been largely used upon the roofs, though it is

no longer attainable. In the fourteenth century

Horsham manufactured quarrels, or cross-bow

bolts, and had also a thriving trade in horse-

shoes. Edward I. twice visited the town, and

Edward II. stayed there in 1324. Some grue-

some incidents have taken place within its

ancient streets. In 1735 a man, who, being

accused of the murder of a woman at Bognor,
and either being or pretending to be dumb,
would not plead guilty or not guilty, was

pressed to death, this being the last instance

of that inhuman punishment being applied in

England. In 1799, the two Drewitts, brothers

who lived as respectable gentlemen, were exe-

cuted for robbing the Portsmouth mail, and

subsequently hung in chains on North Heath.
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Here, too, a remarkable trial was held in the

reign of William III. It is said by Dr. Doran

in his
" Monarchs Retired from Business " " that

the circle at St. Germains was startled to hear

that the Duke of Monmouth was alive and

active in England. ... A pseudo-Duke had

travelled with a little court, by whom he was

styled 'your Grace,' and treated with an infinite

measure of respect. He was a handsome fellow,

and his good looks at once convinced the women
that he was the true prince." However, he was

proved to be the son of an innkeeper named

Savage, and was tried at Horsham, being sen-

tenced to imprisonment as a vagrant and a

swindler.

The most picturesque spot in Horsham town

is the Causeway, with its avenue of oaks

and broad pavement of Horsham stone. The

irregular old houses, one dating as far back

as the sixteenth century, please the eye and

refresh the mind. At the southern end, between

the street and the river Arun, which is but a

narrow stream still close to its source, stands

St. Mary's Church, one of the grandest churches

of the Weald. Its shingled spire is said to be

over two hundred feet high, and is of a very

early period, though the church itself replaces
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one of an earlier Norman date. It has suffered

much from alterations, notwithstanding the fact

that forty years ago a more or less successful

restoration was made.

Many interesting memorials, once to be found

within the graveyard, have been displaced by
would-be restorers. For instance, there was
one to Katherine, wife of John Regnell, vicar,

who died at the birth of her twenty-first child,

and whose epitaph ran

" Hard fate of mothers who receive their death,

By those to whom they kindly gave their breath."

An oratory in this church is now known as

the "Shelley Chapel," as it was the burial-

place of that family.

To the north of Horsham is Field Place,

where Percy Bysshe Shelley was born and

passed his early boyhood; it is a house of no

particular beauty, and was for several centuries

the estate of the Mitchells, of which family

Shelley's mother was the last representative.

It is of Horsham that an old writer said in

1756 of the almost impassable road to London,

that "whoever went upon wheels was forced

to go round by Canterbury, which is one of

the most extraordinary circumstances afforded
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by the history of non-communication in this

kingdom."
From Horsham to Hastings lies the Forest

Ridge, composed of Hastings sandstone, and

covered with an infinite number of woods,

forests, copses, and warrens, of which one of

the most noted is St. Leonard's Forest, in the

parish of Lower Deeding, extending to about

11,000 acres of woodland. The trees are almost

entirely oaks or beeches, with plantations of

larches. Here rises the Ouse, proceeding on an

easterly course, while the Adur, running south

through Bramber and Shoreham, has three

sources among these trees. This river once

debouched at Shoreham, but it has been so

influenced by the west wind that it was for a

long time in the habit of shifting its mouth

two miles this or that way. It now empties

itself at Kingston-by-the-Sea. The Arun also

rises in St. Leonards.

At Leonardslea, a private estate, kangaroos
breed in the forest and beavers have a lodge,

which fact probably gave Mr. Kipling the con-

cluding incident in his story of " Steam Tactics,"

in which motorists capture a policeman in

private clothes, who wishes to take them be-

fore a justice for driving at undue speed, and
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after a mad journey over Downs and through

woods, leave their man in a lonesome place in

front of a pond :

" He was on his knees, praying to kangaroos.

Yea, in his bowler hat he kneeled before kan-

garoosgigantic, erect, silhouetted against the

light four buck - kangaroos in the heart of

Sussex."

A holiday in St. Leonard's Forest would be

idyllic. Here one would get wood, lake, hill,

rustic life and legend. It is in a secluded spot

such as this, within reach of the railway and

the motors spinning along the high road, that

we can imagine the old Sussex labourer saying
"
Sure-lye there can never be as many changes

in the next fifty years as there have been in

the last."

The principal avenue, of over a mile in length,

through a part of the Forest is named Mike

Mill's Race, with the story attached that Mike

Mill ran that distance for a bet and fell dead

at the end. There is a tradition also that the

nightingale will not sing among these trees, St.

Leonard having found himself so disturbed by

its song that he laid a ban upon it. Andrew

Boorde in his
" Boke of Knowledge

"
says :

" In

the Forest of saynt Leonardes, in Southsex
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there dothe neuer synge Nightyngale ; althoughe
the Forest round aboute in tyme of the year

is replenysshed wyth Nightyngales, they wyl

sing round aboute the Forest, and neuer within

the precyncte of the Forest, as dyuers kepers

of the Forest, and other credible parsons dwell-

yng there, dyd shew me." It seems prob-

able that time has lifted the curse, as the

nightingale is now to be heard in St.

Leonards in the usual months. Another even-

ing bird who loves these trees is the tawny
or wood owl, which particularly frequents the

beeches. Though this owl is becoming scarce

in the county, it is still to be met with in the

larger woods. It is strange that the whole

owl family, including the barn owl, is gradually

disappearing from Sussex; the latter, says Mr.

William Borrer in his
" Birds of Sussex," partly

because its screech annoys the visitors who
take rooms in the farm-houses of the Weald,
and also because it is sought for the foolish

purpose of making fire-screens. It is, he adds,

"the best friend of the farmer, and does little,

if any, harm to game."
The Forest has its ghost, a most gruesome

one without a head, which springs up behind

any traveller temerarious enough to ride through
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its avenues after nightfall, and the phantom

keeps his seat as long as the horse is within the

precincts of the forest.

It is easy in a place like this to let the mind

wander backwards, to the days when dragons
held fair ladies captive, and knights went to

their release. But though there is no legend of

a lady in St. Leonard's Forest, there is one of a

mighty dragon with whom St. Leonard fought,

renewing the fight again and again until he

conquered; and wherever the saint's blood fell

there sprang up lilies of the valley. As these

flowers still grow there, we might, perhaps, trace

the course of these fierce combats. This monster

seems to have been reanimated in 1614, for in

that year three people testified to having seen a

strange and monstrous serpent who left a slimy

matter in his track, who was about nine feet in

length, and shaped almost in the form of the

axle-tree of a cart, thicker in the middle than

at the end
;
he had also on either side two great

bunches as big as a football, and could cast his

venom many yards away ; though he killed people

with this he did not eat them.

The best way of seeing the Forest is to go
on foot; here we may walk, as on the Downs,
for hours without meeting other travellers. The

H
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two large "Hammer" ponds which lie to the

south, and which are best reached through

Coolhurst, make this corner especially beautiful.

To the north-west is the Beacon Tower in Holm-

bush Park, built by Mr. T. Broadwood. Though

only 106 feet high itself, it is nearly 600 feet

above the sea, and from its top can be seen the

undulating character of the woods and the

wider land beyond.

Thomas Lord Seymour, brother of the Pro-

tector Somerset, projected a town upon the pro-

perty which he held in the Forest, but though
he prepared his plans, Seymour Town was

never built. Near to Pease-pottage gate St.

Leonard's Chapel stood before the Reformation.

This chapel and St. Leonards-by-the-Sea were

in the direct route of travellers to Normandy,
and these places were probably so named be-

cause that saint was one of the patrons of

travellers by sea and land.

To the north of the Forest lies a second Upper

Beeding, a smaller village than its sister, Lower

Beeding, at the south-western corner. It was

in the Beeding Level, at a great depth in the

blue silt, that a coffin containing the remains

of what is believed to have been Palaeolithic man
was dug up many years ago. The coffin was
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formed of four hewn trunks of the oak tree

fastened together by oaken pegs; the skull

inside was stained blue, and the bones were

filled with blue phosphates of iron.

Lower Deeding is near the border of Surrey,

and just west of Crawley. Mark Lemon, for

many years editor of Punch, is buried in its

churchyard, having lived at Vine Cottage in

Crawley, most of which little town lies in the

parish of Ifield. Crawley is perhaps to-day best

known as the half-way station between London

and Brighton, just as in the old coaching days

all the coaches drew up at its inn, The George.

How many times have not the inhabitants of

Crawley turned out to criticise or to admire the

young bloods of London, who amused them-

selves by driving the coach?

" As quick as thought, there, see approach,
Swift glancing down the road,

The dashing gay Criterion coach,

With in and outside load.

'Tis Worcester's Lord who drives the team,

Thorough-bred, or near it,

Of 'all the talents' he's the cream-

Upset! who can fear it?

The well-shaped yew, the taper strong,
Proclaim the workman's art ;

But as the blood-ones dash along,

They feel no useless smart.
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Oh, no ! he tries each supple rein

To check their eager speed.

Strong is the hand that can restrain

Each noble, well-bred steed !

And hark! the bugle sounds alarms
Thro' every country place,

The village beauties show their charms,

Displaying every grace !
"

The verses by the Hon. Martin Hawke, from

which these are quoted, were written over sixty

years ago to the glorification of the Duke of

Beaufort, then Marquis of Worcester, who used

to tool the Criterion Brighton coach.

Motors and bicycles have taken the place of

coaches. They stop for a few minutes, or rush

through the town, leaving its inhabitants in-

different to their going or coming, as they
never were in the old days of picturesqueness,

when the coach was the only distributor of

news.

Worth adjoins Crawley, and both are north

of Worth Forest, of which Tilgate lies to the

west. The whole country here is undulating

and beautiful. Worth church, standing on a

hill encircled with trees, is said to be one of the

most remarkable in England. It is of Saxon

origin, and has "the great Saxon peculiarity

... of external bands of stone, one of which
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is carried as a string-course round the whole

building at half the height of the walls."

A little to the north of Worth lies Crabbet

Park, noted all over the world for the Arab

horses bred there by Mr. Wilfred Scawen

Blunt, who is himself still better known in

England as the writer of some delicate love

sonnets. A short distance from Crabbet Park

is another mansion, which until 1905 held the

Rowfant library, a collection of books spoken
of with something like awe by book-lovers.

It is now, alas! "somewhere" in America, its

dispersal drawing from Mr. Augustine Birrell

the remark, "It is often difficult to find stabling

for dead men's hobby-horses." Its former owner,

Frederick Locker-Lampson, the author of the

dainty "London Lyrics," was one who cordially

welcomed the stranger eager to see his collec-

tion, and he inscribed on the first page of his

visitors' book surely one of the most notable

of visitors' books

"Dear '

What's-your-name,' who lift the latch,

And make your stay beneath my thatch,

To no brief hour confine it,

But rest you here and share our crust,

And when you go if go you must
Dear 'What's-your-name,' pray sign it."

From Worth to Ardingley the way runs
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through copses and woods of good trees, wild

game abounds, and there are no towns to

break the rural quiet. The forests of Tilgate,

Worth, Balcombe, and Highbeaches lie to-

gether, the first named most picturesque

because of its lakes and renowned for the

fragments of fossilised monsters the Iguanodon
and the Hylaeosaurus among others found

here many years ago by Mantell, the great

geologist, pointing to those unknown days when
the estuary of a great river covered this part

of the Weald. Ardingley, to the south-west

of Balcombe, has changed its ancient hammers
for pottery works, and its Roman road for iron

rails. In its church is an unusual number of

good brasses, but apart from its position as a

centre from which some of the pleasantest

walks in the county can be obtained, it is

perhaps now best known for the great school

which is in connection with Lancing and other

establishments of the same sort in Sussex.

The Ouse rises in the parish.

Lindfield, lying south of Ardingley, could

tell a curious church history, accounting for

the inartistic and ignorant patching and mend-

ing to which its edifice has been subjected,

a patching which, however, should be as ac-
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ceptable as the most costly work, being- the

result of the intense desire of poor inhabitants

for its preservation. Its holding was in lay

hands until within the nineteenth century, the

"honest priest" whom its possessor was bound

to provide being held to be "passing rich"

sometimes on 20 a year. There are stories

of the dead lying unburied for days in the

church less than a hundred years ago, until

some clergyman could be found to perform the

rites. The village of Lindfield has a broad

street with timbered houses, which would

give quite an old-world air to the place were

it not for the many new villas which have

also arisen. Various beautiful family mansions

around, such as Pax Hill, are now used as

farm-houses; East Mascalls, once a perfect

timbered mansion, is now in ruins. It was

Leonard Mascall, living at Plumpton Place in

the time of Henry VIII., who introduced carp

into England and the golden pippin into

Sussex, as the old rhyme has it

"Turkeys, carp, hops, pickerel, and beer,

Came into England all in one year."

A three-mile walk to the north-east through
a perfectly lovely country, with the Downs show-

ing here and there through the trees, would
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end at Horsted Keynes, the suffix derived from

the family of Cahanges, who held large grants

of land here after the Conquest. The Early

English church, with a beautiful shingled

spire, contains a curious stone effigy, twenty-

seven inches long, of a knight sitting cross-

legged with a lion at his feet, supposed to

represent one of the Keynes family. Arch-

bishop Leighton, of seventeenth century fame,

lived for ten years at Broadhurst, another man-

sion transformed into a farm-house, in which

may still be seen "the heavy shield of wood,

suspended over the staircase, which when let

down at night and strongly barred precluded

all access to the sleeping rooms," a curious

relic of those days when no man could tell

what enemy might not come in the night.

North of Horsted Keynes is a picturesque

evidence of the old cannon-founding in Cinder

Hill, with its hammer pond at the southern

corner. All over this forest ridge the cinders

may be found, often to a depth of several

feet.

The high Chiddingly range of rocks which

lies half a mile west of West Hoathly includes

in Big - upon - Little a wonderful example of

natural balance.
"
Big," a great sandstone rock,
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complete in itself, is, to quote from an ancient

source, "a parallelopipedon about twenty feet

high," or, to use the words of one who always
wrote in simple language, Cobbett, it is "no

trifling concern, being as big, perhaps, as a

not very small house," and it is poised upon
the point of a smaller rock. From these as

from the summits of the whole line the soil

has been washed away by wind and rain,

leaving them a marvel to all who see them.

Selsfield Common, to the north, was a beacon

station, from which point a great view is to be

had over Kent, Surrey, and Sussex.

South of the Forest Ridge and north of the

South Downs lies an area of Weald clay, the

sandstone occurring in strips here and there.

Only those who live upon a clay soil can know

quite what it means, and many are the terrible

stories told of these roads up to almost recent

years. We may read of ladies being drawn to

church by oxen, of princes spending six hours

in driving nine miles, of mud up to the body of

the carts. The late Rev. J. Coker Egerton,

rector of Burwash, says in his
" Sussex Folk

and Sussex Ways," "I have myself been taken

in a broad - wheeled waggon to a wedding
breakfast in my own parish, the latter part
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of the journey to the farm-house being im-

practicable for any ordinary carriage."

The same authority also tells the following

story, which he got from a Sussex man, a story

humorously reminiscent of the dangers of his

boyish days:
A pedestrian between Burwash and Tice-

hurst was surprised to see a hat in the middle

of his track. He gave it a kick, heard a

faint halloo, and discovered a head beneath

the hat. Asking what was wrong, the man
answered

"I am on horseback, and my horse has sunk

in the mud; for mercy's sake help me out. I

am sinking deeper every minute."

When horse and rider were eventually dug

out, the animal was found to have his mouth

full of hay, which further digging proved to

have been taken from a load that had sunk

earlier with a waggon and four horses.

From a newspaper of a century ago I

gathered the following account, which not

only proves the truth of Leland's indictment,

"Sowseks full of dirt and mire," but also

shows the Sussex lad to be both obedient and

painstaking.

A clergyman in Sussex, taking his morning
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ride, overtook a poor parishioner's boy with a

small basket containing raddle for marking sheep.

He having a dirty lane to go through, the parson

humanely took the lad up behind him
;
and as the

boy very seldom went, or indeed could get to

church, the parson told him he would, while

riding through the lane, give him some instruc-

tion, adding, after every sentence,
" Mark me

well, boy." "I will, sir," says the boy. The

parson continued his advice till he got to the

end of the lane, and, on finishing his lecture,

says, "Mark me well, do you hear?" "I can't

mark you any more, sir," says the boy; "I have

used all the raddle."

Slaugham lies almost directly south of Craw-

ley, by way of Tilgate Forest and the peaceful

Shelley Plain. It includes in its parish the

strangely named hamlets of Warninglid, Pease-

pottage, and Handcross. One tributary of the

Ouse, which rises near Lower Deeding, expands
into a large lake at Slaugham Mill. The old

manor-house, once the property of the Coverts,

who could travel over their own land from

Southwark to the sea, is now a large ruin in

a beautiful walled-in garden. In the church

still exists a brass to Richard Covert and three

of his four wives ;
he being represented standing
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in his coffin, staff in hand, looking towards a

figure of the Saviour.

Cuckfield Place, on the road to Lewes, is the

original of Harrison Ainsworth's "
Rookwood,"

and has a ghost known as the "Blue Lady."

In its lime avenue one enormous tree is sup-

posed to foretell the death of the owner by

the breaking of a branch. It is said that the

owners, the Sergisons, were always buried at

midnight by torch-light. Close to Cuckfield

rises the Adur. Borde Hill, a mile or so away,

was the birthplace of that strange monk, liber-

tine, and royal physician, Andrew Boorde, writer

of the "Boke of Knowledge."

Through Wivelsfield and Burgess Hill, over

Ditchling Common, with the Downs rising before

us, or to the east through Chailey and Bar-

combe, either way by country roads and over

undulating ground, makes a good, pleasant walk

to Lewes. From Barcombe, the hill named Black

Cap, from its crown of trees, lies southwards, with

Mount Harry on its left. Here, on I4th May
1264, came Henry III. from Lewes, and Simon

de Montfort from Fletching, to fight out one of

the most momentous Civil War battles in English

history. A great cross, cut in the turf near

the Plantation on Black Cap, was probably cut
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to remind passers-by to pray for the souls of

those slain in this battle of Lewes.

Of all the towns in Sussex, perhaps there

is not one which history has made so romantic

as its capital, Lewes. Its situation is superb,

and as Gilbert White says, "the prospects and

rides round Lewes are most lovely." It is built

in terraces upon a steep hill, which is crowned

by the ruined castle. At the base of the hill

flows the Ouse, here sluggish and muddy, while

around are green meadows stretching on one

side almost to the sea. The really best view

of the country is from the top of the castle

keep. Thence we can notice in what a basin

stands the hill which bears Lewes, a basin

almost surrounded by the Downs, with greater

heights, such as Crowborough and the yet more

distant Surrey hills, beyond. To the north-west

lie Black Cap and Mount Harry, to the north-

east is Cliffe Hill, where an avalanche of

snow once buried a row of houses with fatal

results, and upon which the Martyr's Memorial

now stands. From this height we can plainly

see cut in its side the Coombe, one of those

deep hollows which occur occasionally in chalk

districts. To the north is South Mailing, where

the original church is said to have been founded
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by Aldulf, the last of the South Saxon kings, or

by Ceadwalla, king of the West Saxons. It

was here that the murderers of a Becket made
their first stop after their rush from Canterbury,

and while sitting round the fire of the Bene-

dictine Canons, were startled to see the great

table in the dining-hall leap from under their

weapons which they had laid upon it. The
attendants picked up the arms and put them

again upon the table, which a second time, and

with yet more violent movements, repudiated

them.

To the south-east lies Mount Caburn, less

than 500 feet high, yet so isolated by valleys

from the Down ridge that it appears much

higher. On its summit is a deep, wide depres-

sion, the relic of a British encampment, with

double trenches and a rampart; and here, in

late spring, may be gathered the bee orchis.

Farther away, and rather more to the south,

Firle Beacon, the second highest summit in

the South Downs, cuts clear and high against

the clouds, with Firle Place at its foot. Here

lived Penelope Darcy, of the seventeenth century,

who pacified the quarrels of three lovers by

promising to marry them each in turn, a promise

which was actually kept.
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But to return to Lewes. This hill seems to

have been from the first recognised as a key
to the central districts of Sussex. The Romans
lived here, leaving many traces behind them.

Here Athelstane had two mints, and William

the Conqueror saw that it would make one of

the chief defences of his southern shores. He

gave it to William de Warenne, whose wife,

Gundrada, was his stepdaughter. The Earl

erected his great Norman castle, and years

later built the Cluniac priory at the foot of

the hill, of which only battered fragments of

wall remain.

Lewes Castle, now approached by a turning

called Castle Gate in High Street, was peculiar

in having had two keeps one called Brack

built upon artificial mounds, at a distance of

800 feet from each other. The gate-house is

early Edwardian, but the original Norman arch-

way still remains within. A great wall enclosed

the two mounds, upon one of which only the

foundations of the ancient tower are left. The

keep proper is now rented by the Sussex

Archaeological Society and opened as a museum.

But even more interesting than the history of

the Castle is that of the Priory; a ruined wall

or so, the Calvary mound, with the adjoining
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hollow called the Dripping Pan, are almost all

now to be seen of the once extensive range

of buildings. The entrance to the Lantern, or

underground prison, is hidden by the railway,

which has been cut, not only through the

Priory church, but over the site of the High
Altar. To this act of vandalism we owe it that

two leaden cists, inscribed respectively Willelm

and Gundrada, were discovered in 1845. These

caskets, each under three feet in length, con-

tained the bones of the founders of the Priory,

which had been at some earlier date removed

from their original coffins. They were taken to

Southover church near by, attached to which a

little Norman chapel was built to receive them.

In the floor of this chapel has been laid

Gundrada's tombstone, which was found in 1775

under a monument of the Shirleys in Isfield

church.

Henry III. spent the night before the

battle of Lewes at the Priory, which also gave

refuge to Prince Edward after the battle.

Thomas Cromwell received the site after the

Dissolution, and next it was given to Anne of

Cleves. Later it became the property of the

poet Thomas Sackville, Earl of Dorset. A
cruciform pigeon-house, capable of harbouring
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over 3000 pigeons, was taken down last century.

There is a tradition that Henry VIII. murdered

one of his wives in a winding stair in the Priory,

if so, it was certainly one of whom history

has no record. A second discovery, made during
the excavation for the railway, was of a pit from

which thirteen waggon-loads of human remains

were taken, being either the bodies of some of

those who fell in the battle, or of those who
died in the terrible

" Black Death "
of the four-

teenth century. When this pit was opened it

is said that the contents "infected the air so

terribly, that even the not very delicate senses

of the railway excavators were overpowered."

Could it be possible after 500 or 600 years?
In this town the Marian persecutions claimed

sixteen victims for the stake, the vaulted cellar

in which they were imprisoned under the old Star

Inn having been on view up to a few years ago.

Of the original twelve parish churches in Lewes,

five or six have long since disappeared. The

church of St. Anne's contains a monument to

Sir Nicholas Pelham, the defender of Seaford

against the French. His helmet hangs above

and the punning epitaph runs

" What time the French sought to Jiave sack'd Sea-Foord

This Pelham did repel 'em back aboord !

"

K
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Near the church of St. Anne's is a house

named "Shelleys," where Dr. Johnson was once

on a visit. Getting bored with the chatter of

the little two -year -old Miss Shelley, he put

her into the branches of a cherry tree and left

her, forgetting the incident until the household

turned out to look for the child at dinner,

when the wise man shamefacedly said, "Oh,
I left her in a tree!"

Old Gabriel is the name of the town clock

on the market-tower, which for long shared with

the clock of St. Michael the names of Ananias

and Sapphira because they never agreed in

truthfully telling the time.

Among the eminent residents of Lewes was

Thomas Paine, who wrote his "Age of Reason"

in an old house remarkable for a singular

carving of Pan at one corner of it. Sir Thomas

Browne, author of "Religio Medici," and John

Evelyn, the diarist, were also natives of the

town. Anne of Cleves spent many years in

the old porched house of the Pelhams, still

shown in the parish of Southover. It was at

Southover, below Lewes, that in 1801 an ear

of wheat was pulled in a field "which pro-

duced 103 complete grains of wheat."

It would be possible to write much more
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about Lewes, but the words of the two most

divergent thinkers must suffice. William Morris

drove there once from Burne-Jones's house at

Rottingdean and wrote :
"

It is very beautiful

when you get on to the brow of the hill above

Palmer: a long way off to the right you can

see Lewes lying like a box of toys under a

great amphitheatre of chalk hills: the whole

ride is very pleasant: Lewes, when you get

there, lies on a ridge in its valley, the street

winding down to the river (Ouse) which runs

into the sea at Newhaven: on the whole it is

set down better than any town I have seen in

England."

Cobbett, who might be styled an apostle of

neatness, gave his impression thus: "The town

itself is a model of solidity and neatness. The

buildings all substantial to the very outskirts;

the pavements good and complete; the shops

nice and clean; the people well-dressed; and,

though last not least, the girls remarkably

pretty, as indeed they are in most parts of

Sussex; round faces, features small, little hands

and wrists, plump arms and bright eyes. The

Sussex men, too, are remarkable for their good
looks."

The pretty village of Glynde, south-east of
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Lewes, is famous as having been the dwelling-

place of John Ellman, who first bred the

Southdown sheep. It is in such farms as these

that lie on the borders of the Downs that we

may still hear, especially at harvest time, quaint

ditties with long refrains roared into the night.

I remember one whistling song being a great

favourite, the words of each line being sung

solus, and then the whole company joining in

whistling the air; it was called "The Farmer's

Old Wife," and is amusing enough to bear

repetition

" There was an old farmer in Sussex did dwell,
And he had a bad wife, as many knew well.

Then Satan came to the old man at the plough
' One of your family I must have now.

*
It's not your eldest son that I crave,

But it is your old wife, and she I will have.'

'

O, welcome 1 good Satan, with all my heart,
I hope you and she will never more part.'

Now Satan has got the old wife on his back,
And he lugged her along like a pedlar's pack.

He trudged away till they came to his hall-gate,

Says he,
' Here I take in an old Sussex chap's mate.'

O ! then she did kick the young imps about

Says one to the other,
' Let's try turn her out.'

She spied thirteen imps all dancing in chains,
She up with her pattens and beat out their brains.
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She knocked the old Satan against the wall,
' Let's try turn her out or she'll murder us all !

'

Now he's bundled her up on his back amain,
And to her old husband he took her again.

'
I have been a tormentor the whole of my life,

But I ne'er was tormented till I met with your wife.'"

The marshy land called Lewes Levels ex-

tends far down the Ouse towards Newhaven,
but on the higher ground several little villages

lie: Kingston (once the property of Sir Philip

Sidney), Southease, and Piddinghoe, their

churches bearing round flint towers, of which

there are only three in all Sussex. The last-

named place is now too close to Newhaven not

to have been affected, but in the smuggling

days it was a busy, albeit a quiet place, and to

its underground secret places may be traced

such sayings as, "At Pidd'nhoe they dig for

moonshine " " At Pidd'nhoe they dig for smoke,"

or for daylight, &c. There is also a curious

legend that "Magpies are shoed at Pidd'nhoe,"

which tempts the suggestion that perhaps some

wag was playing upon the words shoe and

shoo.

At Newhaven, which needs no description,

a "Mr. and Mrs. Smith" were landed by the

Express on 3rd March 1848, and the following
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morning some of the London papers published
the following:

"We have to announce the safe arrival of

the Ex-King and Queen of the French at

Newhaven yesterday. . . . They were nearly
exhausted by fatigue. ... On Thursday Louis

Philippe and the Ex-Queen, and a male and
female attendant, who had during the week
constituted the suite of their royal master and

mistress, embarked in a French fishing-boat from

Tre"port, with the intention of attempting to cross

the Channel. At sea the party was picked up by
the Express, Southampton and Havre steamboat,
which immediately steamed for Newhaven."

The river Ouse once ran into Seaford har-

bour, but in the reign of Elizabeth a great

gale caused the sea to wash over the coast

so far that the course of the river was de-

flected to the village of Meeching, thence called

New-haven. Seaford, now becoming popular as
a watering-place, has a history which extends
as far back as that of Lewes. To the east of

the town is a Roman earthwork, and ceme-

tery from which many sepulchral urns have
been exhumed. It is possibly the Mercredes-
burn (Mcer-cryd, sea ford) of Ella's battle in

485. It was here that Saint Lewinna suffered
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martyrdom at the hands of the pagan Saxons;
and to the Norsemen it owes its name of Sae-

Fiord. It was at one time the only Cinque
Port which returned members to Parliament.

But repeated incursions of the French, to fire,

and the Black Death so depopulated the place

that for over two hundred years it remained

unrepresented. The most westerly of the Mar-

tello towers is at Seaford, towers which some

time ago could have been leased for a few

pounds. Puck Church Parlour is the name

of three little and almost inaccessible rocky

ledges on the face of the lofty cliff east of the

town, which a few years ago were "the abode

of a pair or two of old foxes." The golf links

on the Downs are helping to make Seaford

very popular, a larger number of visitors flock-

ing there each summer.

Seaford House was once the residence of

Sir John Leach, Master of the Rolls, of whom
Sir George Rose uttered the following neatly

put but now familiar criticism :

"Mr. Leach
Made a speech,

Angry, neat, and wrong ;

Mr. Hart,
On the other part,

Was right, and dull, and long.
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Mr. Parker
Made the case darker,

Which was dark enough without ;

Mr. Cooke cited a book,
And the Chancellor said, 'I doubt.'"

From Seaford eastwards can be seen the

Seven Sisters, being undulations in the chalk

cliffs. It is queer how we always look for

seven in natural phenomena. At Beachy Head,

for instance, were once seven curious points of

rock standing abruptly before the cliff, named

the Seven Charleses, six of which have now
succumbed to the sea. About these cliffs cling

the black redstart in the autumn, ravens and

jackdaws rear their young here, as do also the

kestrel, known in Sussex as the windover

hawk or windfanner. These latter may be found

all over the South Downs.

Upon the little Cuckmere, which has but

eighteen miles of course from its rise near

Heathfield in the Forest Ridge, lies Alfriston,

a village of five hundred souls, but with a

church so large that it is known as the cathe-

dral of the Downs. Its mutilated market-cross,

its old half-timbered Star Inn, are of themselves

worth going to see. The inn was once a

sanctuary under the jurisdiction of the Abbot

of Battle, and a horse-stealer named Birrel
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took refuge there in the time of Henry VIII.

By its side stands the crude carving of a lion

(said to be a figure-head from an old ship),

while the house is liberally ornamented with

old carvings both inside and out. British gold

coins, of the rarest type, and Roman coins

have been dug up here; but at Milton Court,

on the borders of the parish, was made the

"Alfriston find" of Anglo-Saxon pennies, of

which a labourer offered a quart pot full for

a pint of beer, a circumstance which had its

parallel in Shepherd's Bush some time ago.

West Dean, to the south, can best be appre-

ciated by a walk over the hill, when the

village suddenly appears in the hollow, the few

old houses crowded around the church, with

its fine elm trees and ancient rectory, as though

all could be covered by the outspread hand.

This place is not far by road from Beachy
Head (

= Beau Chef), that fine culmination of

the Down country, where the wind and sea

cut hills stand white and straight from the

shore to a height of nearly six hundred feet.

It is a place in rough weather to draw the

mind to shipwrecks and storms, yet it is said

that the wrecks are few. A lighthouse was

built on Belle Tout, about a mile west of
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Beachy Head, in 1831, but it has been quite

recently superseded by the new lighthouse built

under the cliff. Not far from this is Parson

Darby's Hole, a double-roomed cave in the cliff,

with a stair-way leading to it from the shore,

which the good vicar of Lower Beeding had

made as a place of refuge for the shipwrecked,

though another reason given was that the

Rev. Darby might have a place to which he

could escape from his wife's tongue. It must

often doubtless have also served as a smuggler's

hiding-place. If the Downs are peaceful, the

summit of Beachy Head is a place of perfect

quiet, even the noise of the birds sinks into the

general distant sounds and passes unnoticed.

This cliff used to give nesting-place to many
birds jackdaws, razor-bills, and guillemots.

The peregrine falcon is still said to breed

here, though perhaps the only bird to be seen

in great numbers is the screaming gull,

with its white wings flashing, ever rising,

dipping, and circling, which inspired Mr.

Swinburne with his characteristically musical

lines

"When I had wings, my brother,

Such wings were mine as thine
;

Such life my heart remembers
In all as wild Septembers
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As this when life seems other,

Though sweet, than once was mine:
When I had wings, my brother,

Such wings were mine as thine

The lark knows no such rapture,
Such joy no nightingale,

As sways the songless measure,
Wherein thy wings take pleasure :

Thy love may no man capture,

Thy pride may no man quail ;

The lark knows no such rapture,
Such joy no nightingale."



PART II

WEST SUSSEX

ABOUT three miles to the west of Chichester,

on an inlet of the sea known as Chichester

Harbour, lies the little town of Bosham, prosaic

in its present but glorious in its past. It is

now a fishing village, beautiful and glittering

when the sea flows round it at high tide, for-

lorn and untidy when the water gives place to

long stretches of muddy foreshore. But in the

old times Vespasian had his camp here; Knut
in his turn built a palace and a church in which

his little eight - year - old daughter was buried;

and here it is said the great Northman rebuked

his courtiers by commanding the sea to retreat.

Later Earl Godwin obtained Bosham by a trick

from the Archbishop of Canterbury. When ill

in bed he said, "Da mihi Boseam," making it

sound like "Da mihi basium " " Give me a

kiss." The archbishop cheerfully kissed him,

whereupon the wily noble called his followers
84
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to witness that Bosham was his, and proceed-

ing thither he held it vi et armis. When
Godwin's son Harold was slain the town was

hungrily seized by the Conqueror. From its

church marauding Danes once stole the tenor

bell, and put out to sea; but the bell refus-

ing to remain with them, sank through the

ship into a deep hole in the harbour, and it

is said that even now, when the other bells

ring, this one can be heard chiming in from the

depth of the sea.

Round most of the old Sussex towns such

stories as these, half mythical, half true, are

woven ; and Chichester, the cathedral town,

the capital of Western Sussex, has its share.

Chichester, however, grew in importance as

Bosham waned, and its true history is more

interesting than its myths.

When the Romans came they found on the

site of this cathedral city the Belgic town of

Regnum, which name it retained while under

Southern rule. When Ella and his three sons

landed in 477 on the Selsea peninsula, the one

son gave his name to Cymens' ora or Keynor,
the next, Wlencing, conferred his name upon

Lancing, and the third attacking the little town

of Regnum, sent the Britons flying into Andreds-
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weald, and established there Cissa's ceaster, or

Cissa's Camp. This is history, but I once saw

an old book upon Chichester which gravely

allotted its origin to the time of Acmon and

Gomer, two of Noah's grandsons, which re-

minds me of the contention of " Tim Cladpole,"

who wrote a book of Sussex doggerel fifty

years ago, that his family was an old-

fashioned one: "Ol* Cain was de fust an um,
an he jes wor a gurt farmer: ye may be sure

ov dat, fer he built a city." I wonder how it

was these ingenious authors forgot Adam.

As a religious centre Chichester owes its origin

to Selsea, about eight miles to the south, which

was given to St. Wilfrid of York in 680. Bede

tells us in his "Ecclesiastical History" that the

natives of Sussex knew nothing of fishing, ex-

cepting the catching of eels; and there was a

time when in a great drought the people, to

propitiate their deity, would, to the number

of forty or fifty, holding to each other cast

themselves into the sea. Wilfrid, finding such

misery from famine, taught the inhabitants the

art of fishing, and so by saving their bodies

inclined them to let him save their souls. King
Edilwalch gave the promontory of Selsea to

the saint, who founded thereon a monastery.
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But the great Norman transferred the see to

Chichester, and the Selsea that then was lies

now more than a mile out under the waves.

In Camden's time the ruins were still un-

covered at low water. In the fourteenth cen-

tury poachers stole deer from Selsey Park, being

excommunicated with bell, book, and candle as
" sons of damnation." Now fishermen drop their

nets and lobster-pots into "The Park."

The Romans laid out Regnum with four

principal streets stretching from a central point,

which arrangement has never been altered.

Roger de Montgomerie received the town with

Arundel from William the Norman, and since

then perhaps its greatest historical incident has

been its seizure by the Parliamentarians under

Waller.

Chichester lies on a level, with the hills

softly rising in the northern distance ; its streets

are narrow and contain many interesting build-

ings ;
the Cathedral precincts are fascinating in

their quiet solidity, with their grey stone houses,

vivid lawns, and trailing creepers. The Cathe-

dral was built about A.D. noo, was nearly de-

stroyed twice by fire, and has seen various

restorations, so that many styles of architecture

go to form the whole. Originally a tower rose
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from the centre of the church, upon which a

steeple was built in the fourteenth century,

becoming
1

at once both the pride and the anxiety

of the town : for the tower was so badly founded

that it was now considered unsafe to allow the

bells to remain in its roof. Therefore a cam-

panile was built to receive them in the grounds.

It was not, however, until 1859 that, alterations

being on foot, it was discovered that the steeple

tower was on the point of collapse. The most

strenuous exertions were made to save the

spire; men were kept at work night and day,

but one Thursday in February 186*, during a

terrific storm, the Cathedral was emptied and

closed. Crowds gathered in the streets, indeed

the whole city was on the watch, and at last

"the spire was seen to incline slightly to the

south-west and then to fall perpendicularly into

the church. It might be likened to the shutting

up of a telescope."

The Chichesterians affirm that their ancient

proverb,
"If Chichester church steeple fall

In England there's no king at all,"

was literally fulfilled, as Queen Victoria was

reigning at the time. Loyal parishioners were

prompt in coming to the rescue of the edifice,
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and the last stone of the new spire was put in

place in June 1866.

Among the many monuments in the Cathe-

dral is one to the family of the Duke of Rich-

mond, upon which is the inscription "Domus

Ultima," which provoked the following verse

from a resident of the city

" Did he, who thus inscribed the wall,
Not read, or not believe, St. Paul?

Who says there is where'er it stands,

Another house not built with hands.

Or may we gather from these words
That house is not a house of Lords."

There are many Flaxman monuments in the

nave, notably one to William Collins, the poet,

who was born in Chichester on Christmas Day,

1721, and died in a house next to the Cloisters

in 1759, being buried in St. Andrew's Church.

This monument was erected by subscription,

and bears the lines

" Where Collins, hapless name,
Solicits kindness with a double claim."

A painted window and a statue also com-

memorate William Huskisson, who lost his life

at the opening of the first railway in England,

that between Liverpool and Manchester, in 1830.

The old city was once surrounded by walls,
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part of which, now converted into a terrace

walk, bound Priory Park on east and north.

In the midst of this park stood a castle

which was destroyed in Stephen's reign, after

which the Grey Friars erected a monastery on

the spot. A portion of the monastery church

was converted into the Town Hall, but is very

rarely used.

One of the most curious of institutions is St.

Mary's Hospital, in which eight old women live

and have a weekly allowance. When I asked

my way to it I was told that if I took the first

turning down North Street I should find in the

corner, some way down, a door, and I was to

open it and go right in. Curiously enough, on

following these directions I did find the right

door and went in. At the other end of the

brick path, dividing a small secluded garden,

was another door which should have belonged
to a church. I knocked modestly, but receiv-

ing no reply, courageously opened it also and

entered. I was in one vast room, with high

timbered ceiling and an altar at the far end

shining through a handsome carved screen.

Down each side of the room were wooden

walls, enclosing little rooms. The little old

woman who came most pleasantly to receive
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me showed me the quaint miserere seats and

stalls, and let me see her two wee rooms, each

with a little low window looking upon a garden.

It was all very comfortable and cosy. When I

asked her how it had originated, her answer

was a tribute to feminine justice:

"Well, you see, when Henry destroyed the

monasteries, he took all their money for himself,

he did
;

but when Elizabeth found that there

was a nunnery in this place, she did away
with it; but she acted fair, she said the money
should be used to support old people of Chi-

chester; so you see the money will be there

always and the Hospital will go on for ever

and ever."

Her story might not correspond altogether

with the facts, but it is near enough; and it is

pleasant to know that the Hospital has taken

in eight old men, who are lodged in surround-

ing buildings.

Chichester, according to an old writer, is, or

was, "one of those favoured towns selected in

England for residence by respectable families

of moderate incomes, and unconnected with

trade. The society of the place is consequently

select." We wonder if that select society felt

honoured by the knowledge that William
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Collins, the son of one of its tradesmen though
a mayor, was one of the first of the poets to

break away from the Popeian traditions. Among
other noteworthy people born here was Bishop

Juxon, who told Charles I. on the scaffold that

he was exchanging an earthly for a heavenly

crown, and William Cawley, one of the Regicides.

Chichester's elaborate market - cross, fifty

feet high, and adorned with arches, flying

buttresses and bannerets, was built about 1500

by Bishop Storey, that the poor might trade

there without paying dues. It was much
defaced by the Parliamentarians, and now, by
some irony of circumstance, the one niche

filled contains a bust of Charles I.

The now disused Arundel and Portsmouth

Canal flows by the town, and here once the

Roman "Stane Street" joined a similar road

going to Portsmouth.

Round Chichester, as one would expect, are

many old and interesting mansions and ruins.

Boxgrove Priory, of which some beautiful

Norman arches only remain, lies to the north-

east; of Boxgrove church, restored thirty years

ago, it is said
" Bosham for antiquity,

Boxgrove for beauty,

Climping for perfection."
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The remains of Halnaker House stand high
in its old park, with its chestnut avenues and

two great ilexes. Opposite this is the entrance

to Goodwood, anciently Godinwood (perhaps

Godwinwood?) Park. Of the race-course there

is nothing to be said, but that it is the best of

its kind lying in the best of English scenery.

The House has little architectural beauty,

though it contains some fine pictures, among
them the Van Dyck of Charles I. and the

wonderful "Cenotaph of Lord Darnley." But

the park has some noble trees, the remnant

of a thousand cedars of Lebanon planted one

hundred and fifty years ago. From Carnes

seat, a belvidere built of stones from old Hove

church, a great view of the Channel and low

land can be obtained, and the temple near the

chestnut avenue holds a quaint memorial of

the Romans, in the shape of a stone slab,

discovered when the foundations of Chichester

Council Chamber were dug in 1713. Its in-

scription shows that it once belonged to the

Temple of Neptune and Minerva, and was

erected by command of Tiberius Claudius and

of Cogidubnus.

Charlton, Singleton, and East Dean lie on

the northern slope of Trundle Hill; the first
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named, giving rise to the Lavant, which almost

encircles Chichester, was long the home of the

Charlton Hunt. The last huntsman of this

famous pack, named Johnson, was buried in

1774 in Singleton churchyard under a monument
erected by Charles, Duke of Richmond, Lennox,
and Aubigny, "as a reward to the deceased and

an incitement to the living."

" Here Johnson lies ; what Hunter can deny,
Old honest Tom the tribute of a sigh ?

Deaf is that ear that caught the opening sound,
Dumb is that tongue which cheered the hills around.

Unpleasing truth ! Death hunts us from our birth

In view, and men, like foxes, take to earth."

Trundle Hill takes its name from a peculiar

earthwork on its summit, where is buried, it is

said, a golden calf upon which the devil keeps
a fatherly eye. A curious superstition prevents

the country folk from ever mentioning the evil

one's name
;
he is vaguely, and yet emphati-

cally, designated "he." And so the following

conversation has been heard to take place:
" There's a golden calf buried

; people know

very well where it is I could show you the

place any day."

"Why don't you dig it up then?"

"Oh, that is not allowed; he would not let

me."
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"Well, has any one ever tried?"

"Oh yes; but it is never there when you

look; he moves it away."

This hill during the civil war was occupied

by 1000 men who obstructed the Parliament, and

were guilty of "divers outrageous proceedings."

Midhurst lies just three miles north of the

Downs on a low hill by the Rother. It is a

quiet, old-world place with timber houses and a

Grammar School, at which Sir Charles Lyell and

Richard Cobden were educated. All around are

thick woods and heather commons, and to the

east, across the river levels, lies Cowdray Castle,

a beautiful ivy-covered ruin. This was one of

the many gifts of Henry VIII. to his favourite,

Sir Anthony Browne, the father of the first

Viscount Montague. Another gift from the

King to Browne was that of Battle Abbey, and

the tradition runs, that after having transformed

the Abbey, by a destructive as well as a con-

structive process, into a mansion, Sir Anthony

gave a great feast to his friends, at which a

monk suddenly appeared in the midst of the

gaiety and foretold that his line should be

cut off by fire and water. In 1793 Cowdray

House, at that time the seat of the family, was

burned, and a week later the last Viscount
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Montague was drowned in the Rhine. His

sister, Mrs. Stephen Poyntz, inherited the

estate, but her two sons were drowned at

Bognor while bathing, thus fulfilling the pro-

phecy. Three-quarters of a mile to the south-

east of Midhurst, at West Lavington, on the

summit of a hill, is a quaint churchyard in

which lie the remains of the Father of Free

Trade, Richard Cobden.

Perhaps the most interesting spot between

the Chichester district and the Hampshire
border is Kingly Bottom, a narrow, sombre

valley under Bow Hill, where about the year

900 a battle was fought between the Danes and

the men of Chichester. The slain, with their

Danish kings, were buried in the barrows,

which can be seen on the Downs to the north,

and some yew trees were planted to mark the

victory. Tarberry Hill, in this neighbourhood,
from its peculiar shape gave rise to the legend
that the devil threw his hot spoon from the

Punch Bowl at Hindhead so that it alighted

here bottom upwards.

North of Midhurst beyond the hill lies a

rolling common overlooked by Blackdown Hill,

dark with heather and pine. On its northern

slope, in what was originally known as Black-
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horse Copse, Tennyson built a house, which he

called Aldworth. The following passage from

the "Memoir" by the poet's son gives an idea

both of the immediate surroundings and of the

county :

"The 'sunset arbour' looks on Blackdown,
bleak ridges 'fledged with pine,' or northward

beyond promontories of beech and holly, beyond
the red roofs of Haslemere, up to the bold form

of Hindhead. Latterly his walks were confined

to what he called 'my demon - haunted hill';

with groves of oak close at hand 'grain storm-

strengthened on a windy site'; and larch and

chestnut clothing the more distant slopes,

haunts of woodpecker, jay, wood-pigeon, and

turtle-dove. The colours of the vegetation

carpeting the moor behind Aldworth, as he

saw them this last autumn, were very various,

almost like a garden of flowers, ranging from

the grey lichen, and the brown and the light-

green mosses, to the fading purple ling, the

scarlet bramble bushes and whortle-berries, and

the brilliant fields of golden fern. On the

summit of Blackdown we used to watch many
wild birds owls of all sorts, night-jars, sparrow-

hawks, hobby - hawks, pheasants, partridges,

whose cries reminded him of a 'rusty key
N
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turned in a lock.' Then if in the evening we
wandered by the stone diggers' cart-tracks, we
often heard the 'swish' of a flock of wild duck

as they passed overhead, or the wail of a

plover, winging its way to the chain of solitary

pools. From either side of the Down gush
clear fountains of water, some of them at this

time half -hidden by the 'soft wool of the

autumn willow-herb.' These delighted him."

(The rivers Arun and Wey rise here.)

Petworth is a small town on a little hill in

the centre of what might be called the Peak

district of Sussex. It is on the high road to

London, and nearly two miles from its own

railway station. Those who love to look upon
beautiful and quaint old houses should go to

Petworth, those who love wild scenery should

wander about Petworth Park, and those who
love great pictures should visit Petworth House,
the residence of Lord Leconfield. Cobbett said

of the country :

"
I have never seen the earth

flung about in such a wild way as round about

Hindhead and Blackdown; and this Park forms

a part of this ground. From an elevated part

of it ... you see all around the country to

the distance of many miles. From the south-

east to the north-west the hills are so lofty and
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so near that they cut the view rather short;

but for the rest of the circle, you can see to

a very great distance. . . . Talking of hedges
reminds me of having seen a box-hedge, just

as I came out of Petworth, more than twelve

feet broad and about fifteen feet high. I dare

say it is several centuries old. I think it is

about forty yards long."

Of Petworth church, which once had a

crooked leaden spire suggestive of that at

Chesterfield an old distich says
" Proud Petworth

; poor people,

High church, crooked steeple."

Petworth House was the home of the Percys,

who had no good name in the place; of them

wrote Leland that the fortunes of the town

had increased "syns the Yerles of Northumber-

land used litle to ly there." The old castel-

lated house has given place to a modern ugly

building, but it is one which is notable for

its wonderful collection of pictures Van Dycks,

Reynolds, Holbeins, and artists of all schools.

By the hammer ponds in the park Turner

fished and painted, Ruskin played there as a

boy, and Chantrey, the sculptor, "trolled for

jack." In this district the Sussex marble, a

geological formation of fresh-water shells and
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petrified mud, was quarried. It was largely

used in churches, the Archbishop's chair at

Canterbury being made of it.

Of the roads between Portsmouth and Pet-

worth we have an amusing account during

the early part of the eighteenth century, when
Prince George of Denmark went thither from

Godalming to meet the King of Spain :

"We set out by torchlight, and did not get

out of the coaches (save only when we were

overturned or stuck fast in the mud) till we
arrived at our journey's end. Twas hard for

the Prince to sit fourteen hours in the coach

that day without eating anything, and passing

through the worst ways that I ever saw in my
life. We were thrown but once indeed in

going, but both our coach, which was the

leading, and his Highness's body-coach, would

have suffered very often if the nimble boors of

Sussex had not frequently poised it or sup-

ported it with their shoulders from Godalming
almost to Petworth

;
and the nearer we ap-

proached the Duke's house the more inacces-

sible it seemed to be. The last nine miles of the

way cost us six hours' time to conquer them."

South of Petworth lies a corner in which

every village is interesting, and every spot
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helps to increase the general beauty of the

district. Between Petworth and its station is

Stopham, with a beautiful bridge over the

Rother. Fittleworth to the east, beloved of

artists, who have lavishly decorated the walls of

the inn, is in the midst of tempting woods,
and was built many years ago, so that its

houses seem one with the landscape, giving

no shock of incongruity to the beholder. There

is a Dutch bell in Duncton church, dated

1399, the earliest in England ;
above which place,

to the south of Petworth, rises Duncton Beacon,

the greatest of the Sussex hills, being eight

hundred and thirty -seven feet high, from the

summit of which can be seen the whole sweep
of the Weald, with its villages half hidden by

trees. To the east is Sutton Hill, and at the

feet of these lie Burton, once noted for its

giant oaks, Barlavington, Sutton, Duncton, and

farther to the south-west, Bignor, the Ad
Decimum or tenth mile of the Romans.

Here below the northern slope of the South

Downs, with the Stane Street upon Bignor Hill

full in view, some great Roman legionary built

his villa, its white columns facing the south-

western sun. The Romans departed, the villa

fell into disuse and finally disappeared. As the
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centuries passed farm-houses rose and the land

was cultivated, but it was not until 1811 that

the plough proved how shallow was the depth
of earth, from one to two feet, which had

effaced the past. A fragment of paving led to

the discovery of the whole ground plan of the

villa. The buildings extended over 350 by 650

feet, half of which space was covered by the

mansion proper. The coloured tesserae show

dancing nymphs, Cupids wrestling as gladiators,

large heads, and varied patterns. The utmost

care is taken of these ruins, which are protected

by huts, and thousands of visitors from the

nearest seaside resorts annually come to visit

them.

A walk from Bignor round Bury Hill through
Arundel Park to Arundel would not be more

than six miles, and one well worth taking, the

way lying through one of those cracks in the

Downs which allow the passage of a river,

in this case the Arun. Sussex is a great

cricketing county, and we are told that over a

hundred years ago the married women of Bury

played the single and won by eighty runs; and

this reminds us of the old Sussex saying that

"the rosemary will never blossom except where

the * mistus '

is master." A belief curious to
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West Sussex is that when an infant dies, it

communicates the fact itself by a visit, as if in

the body, to some near relative.

Not far from Bury, on the other side of the

Arun, lies Amberley, where Izaak Walton caught

trout, a place which from its marshy surround-

ings, known as Amberley Wildbrook, has been

the subject of many jests. In summer the

country was meadow-land, in winter an extensive

lake, so that the inhabitants were said to

be "web -footed and yellow bellied" (billed).

An old proverb which caused it to be named

Amberley God-knows, runs

"
Amberley God knows,
All among the rooks and crows
Where the good potatoe grows."

We are told that the difference between its

winter and summer dress is expressed in the

local saying which brings as the winter reply to

the question, "Where do you belong?" "Am-

berley, God help us!" In summer they say,

"Amberley, where would you live?"

The castle stands on the western point of a

low sand rock which slopes abruptly to the

marsh; it is now a farm, and was never more

formidable than a crenellated house. The long

castle walls and low church tower above the
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old - fashioned village make a pleasant picture

for those walking to Arundel.

Not far from Bury Hill is the entrance to

Arundel Park, a vast area of valleys and hills,

inhabited by many herds of deer. Arundel

itself, however, is seen to the best advantage
if approached from the south.

The south coast of Sussex is famous for its

watering-places: from Selsea to Rye there are

at least a dozen towns well known all over

England for their advantages as health resorts.

Selsea itself, flat and sandy, has so refreshing

an air that it is becoming more and more

popular. It is a little deserted white village

in winter, lying to the west of the cottages

upon the shore once known as Fishshop Farm,
where the true fishing population lives. The
church was once some distance to the north,

but the greater part of it was taken down,
the stones marked, and replaced close to

the town; the poor deserted chancel, how-

ever, remaining on the old spot. Pagham,
between Selsea and Bognor, had once a large

harbour, which has now become so silted up
as to be transformed into meadow and marsh.

Mr. A. E. Knox, who lived at Totten, wrote
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nearly sixty years ago of the birds which he

watched on these flats, but many of these

have since ceased to visit the neighbourhood :

sandpipers, ring - dotterels, titterels, peewits,

terns, and gulls, and "in severe winters flocks

of wild swans are always to be heard and

seen here."

Bognor, beyond Pagham, lies on a dead

level, though the country around is picturesque.

Princess Charlotte, a daughter of George III.,

used to stay here, and the Duchess of Kent

with Princess Victoria passed several summers

at Bognor Lodge. It is becoming yearly more

popular as a holiday resort, the stretch of firm

sand making it especially attractive for children.

From its beach extends into the sea for nearly

two miles a line of rocks, some visible at low

water, composed of sandy limestone mixed with

fossils and wood, which once formed low cliffs

on the coast. Felpham, a village just to the

east of Bognor, is best known as the place of

residence of the poet, William Hayley, though
a far greater man, the poet and artist, William

Blake, spent some years here, and was here

absurdly charged with sedition, thanks to the

spite of a drunken soldier.

From Bognor to Littlehampton the feathery
o
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tamarisk grows in a hedge as it does along

the front at Eastbourne, and other of these

south-coast places. Littlehampton, where Queen
Matilda landed in 1139, is really delightful for

children; between the houses and the beach

is a wide stretch of lawn, and the shore

shelves so gently that it is an ideal place for

paddling. From Bognor, Littlehampton, and

Worthing some of the best excursions in

Sussex can be made indeed, all the interest-

ing spots to the west of the county are easy

of access.

Climping, with its heavy church tower, built

in the early Norman period, lies to the west;

to the stranger the church may be more in-

teresting than beautiful, but it has a remark-

able Norman doorway. Half a mile in a northerly

direction takes us to Ford Junction, and a very

short journey by train will leave us upon the

Arundel platform. From across the meadows a

beautiful view of this old town can be obtained,

its houses rising tier upon tier upon the hill,

crowned on one side by the Castle, on the other

by the Roman Catholic Cathedral Church of

St. Philip de Neri, still wanting its spire.

The Arun which, according to some, names the

place, though others find the origin of Arundel
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in Hirondelle, the swift horse of Bevis of Hamp-
ton, the giant warder of the Castle encircles

the base of the hill. Low on the right are the

ruins of the old Maison Dieu, destroyed by

Waller, and the picturesque street has many
timbered houses.

The Castle, towered and turreted, gives one

a queer impression of the past masquerading in

clean, white stone in the form of a present-day

building, and yet the sense of discrepancy lies

with the observer rather than in actuality, as one

is struck by no incongruity between town and

Castle and country. The old Keep, the one

remnant of the Castle as it was in Norman

times, has been repaired.
"

I am having a

few teeth put in !

"
the Duke of Norfolk was

heard to say half humorously during the work
;

but one would rather, I think, have seen its

rugged outlines than the neat " new teeth
"

of its new castellation. A colony of wonderful

owls inhabited this Keep for many years, never

laying more than one egg at a nesting. One
which was said to have lived to the age of a

hundred was named Lord Thurlow, and an his-

toric announcement is,
" Please your Grace,

Lord Thurlow has laid an egg!"
The title Earl of Arundel is feudal and held
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by the Duke in virtue of his hereditary position

as Earl Marshal and Chief Butler of England.

An old rhyme runs

"Since William rose and Harold fell

There have been Earls of Arundel,
And Earls old Arundel shall have

While rivers flow and forests wave."

It was with real pleasure that on question-

ingly trying the handle of the parish church

door I found that entrance was invited. The
church consists only of a nave and two aisles,

the windows are of modern stained glass, and

the font is of Sussex stone. The frescoes over

the north door were discovered about fifty years

ago. The chancel of the church, called the

Fitzalan chapel, is now closed, the entrance

being in the castle grounds. Here Waller's

men were quartered in 1643, destroying every

beautiful window, mutilating the alabaster tombs,

and slashing the carved wood with their

weapons. A few yards from the church gate

lies the great and nobly built but still unfinished

Roman Catholic Cathedral, high upon the south-

eastern part of the hill, overlooking the river

and the surrounding country.

At the little Railway Hotel at Arundel, while

I was eating a sandwich on my latest visit,
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a countryman entered, and, helping himself liber-

ally to a pinch of snuff ("which is much used

in these parts," the innkeeper informed me with

a regretful shake of the head), began to talk of

a chum who had suffered severe connubial dis-

quiet. I listened quietly, and at last heard in

response to certain innuendoes the admission:

"Well, then, I doa believe that it was all-

through-along-on-account-of her bad temper
that he hit her." "Wasn't he drunk?" was the

blunt query of one strange to Sussex. The

first man looked at his questioner slowly, con-

temptuously, and then, with a tolerant vacuity

which seemed to say, "Poare thing, he db'ant

know nothing," answered, "Well, he may a'

had half a pint other while, but he was noway
'tossicated."

I was much arrided, for I had already learned

from Mr. Parish's excellent "Dictionary of the

Sussex Dialect" that a Sussex man is never

drunk, and that these mild phrases read aright

probably meant furious intoxication.

Between Arundel and Amberley in the marshy

land, a short distance from the Arun, two ancient

British canoes have been found. One presented

by Lord Egremont to the British Museum was

formed from a single hollowed oak trunk, and
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was more than thirty-four feet long. The
other is in the museum at Lewes Castle.

Excursions eastwards from Littlehampton will

take us to places which, beautiful in themselves,

have been made remarkable by the doings of the

people who have lived in them. For instance,

Angmering, a pretty place built around a village

green, was granted at the Dissolution to the

Sussex family of Palmer, the mansion being

New Place. In this house, which is close to

one of the old Decoy Ponds, Lady Palmer,

says tradition, gave birth to triplets, the three

boys being born on successive Sundays, and

each later on receiving the honour of knight-

hood from Henry VIII. A Roman villa, bath,

and hypocaust were discovered here in 1819.

At Goring House, near Patching, lived the

Shelleys, one of whom, an ancestor of the poet,

held a treasonable meeting in Patching Copse
with Charles Paget with the object of supplant-

ing Elizabeth by Mary of Scots, and instead

brought about his own imprisonment. There

are wonderful beech woods both here and at

Clapham; the latter town getting its name, it

is said, from Osgod Clapha, in whose house at

Lambeth King Harthacnut drank himself to

death at a marriage feast. Tradition makes
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Ferring on the coast the scene of a miracle

worked by St. Richard de la Wyche, when he

supplied 3000 people with bread, though he had

only enough for ninety.

Highdown Hill, less than 300 feet in height,

was once crowned by a knoll which has long

disappeared, though sightseers still go there to

view the tomb of a miller renowned a century

ago for eccentricity. John Olliver thought so

much upon death that when only a young man
he had his coffin made, keeping it under his

bed. In 1766 he built his tomb in the centre

of an ancient earthwork, inscribing verses upon
it and a rude representation of Time and Death,

while in an alcove near he placed a number

of skulls. The miller kept these all in order

until 1793, when he died at the age of eighty-

four. His funeral was a wonderful event; no

mourning was allowed, the coffin being carried

round the field by a dozen girls in white, one of

them, a child of twelve, reading a sermon over

the grave. It is not to be wondered at that

3000 people went to witness so cheerful a

burial.

A short walk from Highdown takes us to

Salvington, where still stands the cottage
"
Lacies," where " the learned

"
John Selden,
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son of the local "
minstrell," was born in 1587.

At ten years of age Selden now best re-

membered for his "Table Talk" composed a

Latin couplet, which he carved in wood and

put over his father's door; there it stands at

this very day perhaps the most often read

of all his voluminous works. Johnson trans-

lated it thus

" Walk in and welcome ; honest friend, repose ;

Thief, get thee gone, to thee I'll not unclose."

To the south of Salvington is Tarring, now

practically a part of Worthing, which, since

the time of Athelstane, has been a "peculiar"

of the Archbishop of Canterbury. At the palace

(now used as a school) Thomas a Becket often

resided, and the fig orchard adjoining is said to

have been originally planned by him
;
one tree

still in existence is pointed out to visitors as

having actually been planted by the Saint's

hands. At Sompting, north-east of Worthing,
under the Downs, is another fig orchard brought

from Fecamp by the monks. Sompting has a

remarkably attractive church, partly of Saxon

build, surrounded by elms. Fig gardens are

also to be found at Broadwater, but a mile

from the heart of Worthing.

Worthing itself lies in a semicircle of hills,
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with the sea at its base, in a strip of land which

is so sheltered that it became the first English
home of the tomato. Robert Bloomfield wrote

an effusive poem on the northern approach to

this town, a few lines of which may suffice for

the twentieth century visitor

"
I come, I come, my heart beats high ;

The greensward stretches southward still
;

Soft in the breeze the heath-bells sigh ;

Up, up we scale another hill
;

A spot where once the eagle tower'd

O'er Albion's green primeval charms
;

And where the harmless wild thyme flower'd,
Did Rome's proud legions pile their arms."

The long range of smooth sands, and, as

with most of the Sussex watering-places, the

numerous beautiful excursions in the country

round, have made the success of Worthing.
Some fine trees grow in its outlying roads;

indeed, seen from the hills, it gives the im-

pression of being a great garden. It is said

that the first visitor arrived here in 1759, but

that Princess Amelia, daughter of George III.,

started the success of Worthing as a watering-

place. The manor of Broadwater belonged to

the family of Camois from the time of Edward I.

One of them, Sir John, in the sixteenth century,

finding that his wife's affections had strayed, by
p
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deed regularly executed, "of his own free will

gave and devised his wife Margaret to Sir

William Paniel, Knight, with all her goods,

chattels, and other appendages, to have and

to hold during the time of her natural life."

In the time of the Prince Regent there

were two inns at Worthing, kept respectively

by Mr. Hogsflesh and Mr. Bacon, which

prompted a visitor to the perpretration of these

halting lines

"
Brighton is a pretty street,

Worthing is much taken,
If you can't get other meat,
There's Hogsflesh and Bacon."

Among the pleasant drives from Worthing is

one across the Downs to Pulborough. As soon

as we leave the town we plunge into a road

between the hills
;

on the right is Cissbury

Camp, one of the highest summits in Sussex,

upon which about sixty acres is enclosed by a

trench from eight to twelve feet deep, and a

rampart, all following the shape of the hill

crest. Here the Romans watched the coast

from Beachy Head to Portsmouth, and culti-

vated the vine on the sloping hill -side; but

here, before them, prehistoric man made his

flint implements, of which so many have been
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discovered that Cissbury has been called "Flint

Sheffield." The winding road at its base has

Salvington Mill as a high landmark on the

right, and passing through the long straggling

village of Findon, we see the crown of Chanc-

tonbury's beeches, 814 feet above the sea, slowly

emerging from behind Cissbury.

Some years ago there was discovered on

Chancton Farm, in Washington, a crock of

ancient coins, containing 3000 pennies from fifty

different mints, belonging to Edward the Con-

fessor and Harold.

Through the townlet of Washington the

route lies down hill to Storrington, with the

Chantry Hill on the left, rising again to Parham,
one of the most noted houses in the county,

surrounded by fir trees, a sure sign that the

clay or chalk has given place to sand. It is an

Elizabethan mansion, noted for a valuable col-

lection of books, including some printed by

Caxton and Wynken de Worde, and for pos-

sessing one of the three Sussex heronries. A
large tree in the park is named Betsey's oak,

said by some to be because Queen Elizabeth sat

under it, but by others to be a corruption of

Bates's oak, Bates being an archer at Agincourt,

connected with Parham, whom Shakespeare
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mentions in "
Henry V." as saying when Henry

is disputing with one of his men
" Be friends, you English fools, be friends ;

we have French quarrels enow, if you could

tell how to reckon."

From Parham the road goes down until it

reaches the marshy levels of Pulborough, where

the Arun and the Rother meet. The road

through this town rang in olden days to the

tramp of Roman feet on their way to London

through Billingshurst, and many indications of

their occupation have been discovered.

Through Billingshurst, where once the Saxon

tribe of Billing settled, past Slinfold, a small

village east of Rudgwick, with its fine old

cottages, and west of Warnham, runs the old

Stane Street into Surrey, lost here and there

yet reappearing, and carrying, for those who

recognise it, the whole known history of Sussex

upon its stones.



PART III

EAST SUSSEX

To enter Eastern Sussex by way of what was

once its chief town, East Grinstead (Grenestede),

is to be plunged almost immediately into the

wooded, hilly country of the Forest Ridge.

This town is very pleasant, with its wide main

street, its roofs of Sussex stone, its pantiles,

and its old houses mingled with those of

modern times. One timbered dwelling, named

Cromwell House because it is said to have

been inhabited by some of the Protector's

family, has projecting eaves, Tudor chimneys,

and a little coloured diamond in its latticed

windows bearing the date 1598, while " E. R.

1599" is wrought in the corner of a superb,

carved fireplace. The parish church has had

many vicissitudes, being burnt down through

lightning in 1684, while the tower of the second

was so carelessly built that it fell into the

nave in 1785, destroying the whole edifice.
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The present church is imposing rather than

beautiful. Sackville College, close at hand, built

in 1609 by the Earl of Dorset, is, however, delight-

ful in its calm peacefulness, making a pleasant

home for various poor sisters and brothers.

Those who are lucky enough to live on the

southern side of the street can gaze from their

garden windows over the great wild district of

Ashdown Forest
; ridge upon ridge the rounded

hills lie, some clothed in woods, others dark

with heather and furze, none of them to be

gained but by long, steep ascents. In dry

weather one may wander freely about these

heights, but a few days of rain show the grass

growing in water, and cause the trickle of

many rivulets to sound upon the ear.

From East Grinstead a downward road

between rows of new villas and cottages, with

here and there an old farm-house thatched

almost to the ground, leads into the country.

Just before entering Forest Row, distant three

miles, we cross the infant Medway, a yellow

little stream tumbling along in frantic haste,

which rises in Turner's Hill, west of East

Grinstead church.

Forest Row was once a collection of hunting

lodges, used by those who came to hunt the
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deer in what was temporarily called Lancaster

Great Park, after Edward III. had granted

Ashdown to John of Gaunt. Brambletye House,
about a mile to the west, lies in ruins, its chief

entrance and two towers being
1

all that remain.

Built in the reign of James I., it became the

property of Sir Henry Rickard, and is said to

have been searched in 1681 on a suspicion of

treason while the owner was away hunting.

Large military stores were discovered, but Sir

Henry was warned, turned his horse's head to

the south, and embarked for Spain; so the

house slowly fell into ruins. Horace Smith

took its name for the title of his once popular

novel, making Charles II. stay here in his flight

from Worcester.

From Forest Row run two good roads, one

due south to Lewes, and one to the east with

a southward bend over the heights of the Crow-

borough district. Following the second road, we

may turn just beyond the old mill pond again

to the east until we reach Hartfield, once, as

its name implies, a preserve for deer. To the

south are the hills, one named High Beeches

because of its crown of trees, from which

wonderful views can be obtained over many
miles of lovely undulations. The clear air, the
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sunlight, the cloud shadows, the gleam of water

combine to give an inexpressible pleasure in this

solitude. Up Crowborough Hill, however, the

red brick villas have climbed unabashed until

they culminate in a great hotel. They say there

is no place in England like Crowborough
for those seeking health, and if only the

builders could have been old-fashioned enough
to have made use of the Sussex slabs for their

houses, not only the invalids but the aesthetes

would have revelled in the surrounding beauties.

Withyham, to the east of Hartfield, is chiefly

known as having been the residence of the

Sackvilles, their house being Buckhurst, until

early in the seventeenth century. Then, having

represented to the king the "extreme bad

roads" in the neighbourhood, they obtained

a grant of Knole in Kent; after which Buck-

hurst fell into decay, only one tower out of

six now remaining, much of the material having

been used to build Sackville College. A de-

scendant was Charles, sixth Earl of Dorset, who

the night before his departure as a volunteer

in the Dutch War wrote the well-known lyric,

"To all you ladies now on land." The church

was partly burnt down in 1663 by lightning,

which is said to have entered "at the steeple,
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melted the bells, and proceeded to the chancel,

where it tore the monuments of the Dorset

family to pieces." The family vaults were, how-

ever, untouched. Pope's verses upon the Earl

of Dorset who died in 1705 run

"
Dorset, the Grace of Courts, the Muses' Pride,

Patron of Arts, and judge of Nature, dy'd.

The scourge of Pride, tho' sanctified or great,

Of Fops in Learning, and of Knaves in State.

Yet soft his Nature, tho' severe his Lay,
His Anger mortal, and his Wisdom gay.
Blest Sat'rist! who touch'd the Mean so true,

As showed, Vice had his hate and pity too.

Blest Courtier ! who could King and Country please,

Yet sacred keep his Friendships, and his Ease."

Groombridge, a little village on the road to

Tunbridge Wells, is extremely pretty, and its

castle, once the home of Sir Richard Waller,

was for twenty -five years the prison of the

Duke of Orleans, who was found under a pile

of dead and wounded at Agincourt. It was
converted into a moated house in the time of

Charles II., retaining, however, much of the old

panelling. Eridge, the seat of the Marquis of

Abergavenny, in the parish of Frant, is the name
of a beautiful park, within which are, on Saxon-

bury Hill, the remains of a Saxon military station,

from which may be seen Leith Hill in Surrey,

Beachy Head in Sussex, and the chalk hills of
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Folkestone in Kent. Danes' Gate is also in the

park, being "probably the military communica-

tion between Crowborough, undoubtedly a Danish

station, and Saxonbury Hill."

West of Eridge lie the Eridge Rocks, em-

bedded in woods of pine and oak. Harrison's

Rocks and Penn's Rocks are also near, while

High Rocks are to the south of Tunbridge
Wells. It must have been of all these that

Lord Burleigh said, after conducting Queen
Elizabeth to Eridge Castle, here "surely are

more wondrous rocks and valleys and much
worse ground than in the Peek." A visitor to

Tunbridge Wells once lost a little dog named

Bow, which had strayed into the fissures of

one of these rocks, so the following verse was

inscribed upon it

"This scratch I make that you may know
On this rock lies ye beauteous Bow

;

Reader, this rock is the Bow's bell,

Strike 't with thy stick and ring his knell."

Through some reason the rock rings with a

metallic sound when struck.

To the east is Bayham Abbey, which owed

its erection after its removal from Hailsham to

Sir Robert de Turneham, one of Cceur de Lion's

knights, who was immediately concerned in the
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rescue of the King from his Austrian prison, and

of whom it was said

" Robert of Turneham with his fauchioun,

Gan to crack many a crown."

The ruins of the church are very beautiful in

the midst of trees and lawns.

Lamberhurst, lying in a valley, forms the

extreme east of the Sussex iron district, a small

portion of the town being in Kent. Here was

the celebrated Gloucester Furnace, which pro-

vided the old iron railings round St. Paul's and

seven gates, at a cost of over ,11,000. It is

also claimed that this furnace cast the largest

cannon of those times, and it was rumoured that

some of these cannon were taken by smugglers
to France to be used against the English,

which rumour did something towards destroy-

ing the Lamberhurst works. Now, instead of

the cutting down of trees, hops are grown,
and cannon have given place to beer.

To the south on the hills lie Wadhurst and

Ticehurst, both with Lamberhurst reminiscent

in their names of the woods which their inhabi-

tants turned into charcoal, and both bearing

evidence of the old furnaces in the iron slabs

which did duty as gravestones, Wadhurst's

Church possessing no less than thirty. In the
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woods at Ticehurst the fairy Tys once must
have lived, probably the Saxon descendant of

the northern Ty, the war-god, for Ticehurst

translated is Tyswood. In this eastern corner

hops are largely grown, and further to the west

and south lie what is locally known as the

higgling district, Heathfield being its centre.

The higglers are travellers who search the

country for lean chickens, which are sent to the

fatter's coop and made ready for market, an

important industry which is widely spread.

Heathfield is so beautiful a place that it was

a favourite spot as a subject with Turner, and

it has some historic interest, for Sussex tradi-

tion claims that east of the town in Cade

Street the rebel Jack Cade was killed by
Alexander Iden in 1450, thus ignoring what

history says of his capture in Kent; a stone

block not only points out the identical spot,

but warns the reader that "this is the success

of all rebels, and this fortune chanceth every

traitor." At Heathfield Park, which lies between

the old and the new town, General Elliott tried

the result of firing red-hot shot from cannon ;

later he became the defender of Gibraltar and

took the title of Lord Heathfield. The Heath-

field monument to the memory of this distin-
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guished soldier stands 600 feet above the sea-

level. An annual fair is held on April I4th

known as the "cuckoo fair," because it is be-

lieved that an old woman attends it and slyly

lets the first cuckoo out of a basket.

To the north-east of Heathfield are Burwash

Weald and Common and Burwash itself, all

notorious a hundred years ago for smuggling,

highway robbery, and sheep-stealing. Mr. Coker

Egerton once heard a parishioner define the

name thus: "When the Romans landed in

Pevensey Bay they had with them a dog called

'Bur,' and after a while the dog got so be-

mired with the Sussex clay that he could not

travel any further, so they washed him, and

the place where they washed him was called
' Burwash.'

"
It was the people of Burwash who

would not ring the bells when the Prince

Regent passed through. "They had rung for

him when he came through the first time and

he gave them no beer, so they weren't going
to ring for him again : not likely !

"

An old man being asked if he remembered

the smuggling days replied: "I believe! Why,
this cottage where we be now has many a time

been so full of tubs from top to bottom as ever

it could hold." He added that his grandfather
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had had fourteen children, all of whom had

been brought up to the smuggling : one got two

months twice over in Maidstone Gaol and then

gave it up, "but none of the rest came to no

harm."

Mayfield, to the north-west of Burwash, has

everything to recommend it: a beautiful situa-

tion on the top of a sandy hill overlooking the

hop district, old ruins, picturesque houses, and

traditions. Here St. Dunstan built a church,

and then seeing it to be not quite rightly

placed, put his shoulder to the corner and

pushed it due east and west. The Saint was

a clever smith, and one day while making a

horseshoe, or a chalice, the "old gentleman"

appeared to tempt him. St. Dunstan seized

him by the nose with his red-hot tongs. One

story says that, breaking away, the devil flew

in a moment to Tunbridge Wells, where he

plunged his burnt nose into the first waters he

saw, and so rendered them medicinal. Another

account goes that he flew away with Dunstan,

dropping him on St. Dunstan's Bridge three

miles distant; while a third version has it that

the devil eased his pain at Roaring Spring, a

mile from Mayfield, which still roars once a

year in remembrance.
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"
Saynt Dunstan, as the story goes,

Caught old Sathanas by ye nose :

He tugged so hard and made hym roar,

That he was heard three miles and more."

Dunstan's dwelling was enlarged by the Arch-

bishops of Canterbury into a palace fit to re-

ceive royalty in the person of Elizabeth. The

remains of this palace, now used as a convent,

adjoin the church.

Over a hill lies Rotherfield, the first thing

seen being its church St. Denis which has

an embattled tower with a fine shingled spire.

It was built in 792 by a Saxon called St.

Bertoaldus, who brought some relics from St.

Denis, near Paris, where the Saint worked

many miracles. A well-known rhyme says

" Saint Denis had his head cut off ;

He did not care for that;
He took it up and carried it

Two miles without a hat"

The church was restored during the last

quarter of the nineteenth century, and given an

east window designed by Sir Edward Burne-

Jones. The women of Rotherfield are, or were,

so tall that they were said to have an additional

pair of ribs. A tributary to the Medway and

one to the Ouse rise in this hill, while the
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Rother is said to begin in a cellar of Rother

House. From Mayfield the road undulates

through Hadlow Down to Buxted, "the place

of beech trees," notable for its proximity to

Hugget's Furnace, already mentioned.

Coming upon Maresfield from the north we

pass for miles through a delightful district of

heath and woodland. Here and there are a few

houses the assertive red and white of modern

times, the more decorous grey stone sinking

into the landscape, or the old thatched farm or

cottage, so grey and green and brown against

the browns and greens and greys of the autumn

foliage that only a keen eye can detect it.

Maresfield church, with its pretty
" rose

"
window,

seems to block the road, which swerves here

to the left. Two miles to the south is Uck-

field, which at the beginning gives an impres-

sion of bygone centuries, its houses are so old

and pretty. Farther, however, the modern shops

which slope downwards from the rock country

to the valley, show us that we are very de-

cidedly in the twentieth century. To west and

east of the town stretches the last ridge of rocks,

discovered in such names as Ridgewood and

High Rocks.

Framfield, to the south-east, is the western
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boundary of the Sussex hop -fields. East

Hoathly, Chiddingly, and Hellingly, "the three

true lies of Sussex," are within a few miles

of each other. At East Hoathly lived Colonel

Thomas Lunsford, friend of Charles I., who

through the malice of his enemies won the

reputation of being an eater of babies. Butler

mentions him in "Hudibras"

"Made children, with your tones, to run for't,

As bad as Bloodybones or Lunsford
;

"

and an old ballad of the time runs

" From Fielding and from Vavasour,
Both ill-affected men

;

From Lunsford eke deliver us

That eateth up children."

A bullet remained for many years embedded

in the church door which the Colonel had

aimed at his cousin, Sir Nicholas Pelham, who
was entering the church. For this he was out-

lawed and had to pay .8000.

An old man told "John Halsham," the author

of "Idlehurst," that at Chiddingly church he

once "got a hurt." Inquiries drew from him

the fact that there he was married. A Chid-

dingly marriage turned out better for another

couple, who agreed that whenever he came

home a "little contrairy" he wore his hat on
R
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the back of his head, so that she never said

a word; and when she came home a little

"crass" she threw her shawl over her left

shoulder, and then he never said a word.

Chiddingly, once a centre of the iron manu-

facture, was then surrounded by the mansions

of the ironmasters ; now it is said that a car-

riage is unknown in the place. It is from this

eastern part of the county that we get the

rhymes of "Tim Cladpole," said to be "written

in pure Sussex doggerel," about his nephew's

visit to London, of which I quote a verse

"An darn ma wig, I wol for wonce
Have jest a merry jerk,

I'll lay out ev'ry tuppence ant,

Afore I goo to work.

But winter's cummen, Tom, ya know,
An den ya'll lack de brads,

Ya know how 'tis wud Poddies now,

Dey wont employ de lads.

Well so nex mornen up scratch'd I,

An mother up scratch'd she,
She cry'd an 'lowd tud braak ur hert,

In parten thus wud me!"

At Hellingly, a very large parish scantily

populated, occurred, in the reign of Henry VIII.,

one of those tragic events which, unpremeditated,

lead to still more tragic results. Lord Dacre
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of Hurstmonceaux, a young man of twenty-

four, went with some friends at night to hunt

the deer in his neighbour's park. There was
a fight, in which a keeper received his death-

wound, for which Lord Dacre and three others

were executed at Tyburn. According to Camden
it was believed that his great estate caused

greedy courtiers to hasten his destruction.

To the north of Hellingly lies Warbleton,

where lived Richard Woodman, an iron-founder

and one of the ten martyrs burnt at Lewes. His

house and foundry were close to the church, and

the lane is still shown down which he ran to

escape. Before the Reformation there were

here a chantry, a deanery, and a priory. The

priory became eventually a dwelling-house, in

one room of which two ancient skulls known

as the screaming skulls are preserved, because,

on any attempt to bury them, the most terrible

screams are heard at night. So runs the

legend! The village is built on well-wooded

slopes and has many hop-gardens in its

vicinity.

As a watering-place solely, Eastbourne, the
"
Empress of the Sea," has a neat distinc-

tion in appearance, largely due to the liberal
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use of rich red paving - stones both through
the town and on its broad beach promenade,
and to the trees which border the wide

streets. The promenades are two miles long,

and above the comparatively shallow sea-wall

the feathery tamarisk grows luxuriantly. The

Wish Tower, built upon an artificial mound,

keeps guard over the western promenade.

Wish in Sussex denotes marshy ground, and

this corner may once have merited that de-

scription. The golf links on the Downs are

above East Compton Place, the seat of the

Duke of Devonshire.

On this part of the coast of Sussex our

summer passenger, the wheatear, or British

ortolan, alights. Mr. William Borrer says in

his
" Birds of Sussex,"

"
I remember on the

morning of the 22nd March 1881, at Eastbourne,

the beach about 7 A.M. was completely covered

with them, and they were sitting in numbers

on the small trees, and on the backs of the

seats on the esplanade, and I saw also several

parties of ten or a dozen arrive from sea."

These little birds were at one time caught by

the hundreds of dozen and sent to London.

No visitor comes here without going to

Beachy Head. One way thither is by the
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Duke's Drive, which takes a curve inland,

another is by a path at the edge of the cliff,

a third is upon the springy turf along the

crest of the ridge, and then there is the

beach.

Round Eastbourne are many beautiful walks

and historic places. Northward by a road on

the top of the hills, through Wannock, one of

the most typical spots of Down scenery, we

may come to Wilmington, a delightful garden

village below the figure of a man 240 feet long,

which was centuries ago cut in the turf of the

Down-side, it is said, by the monks of the Priory.

It holds now in either hand a stick, but once the

left hand held a scythe; and in 1887 its outlines

were emphasised with white brick, as they were

getting so dim that they could only be seen in

a certain light. Not far from Wilmington to

the west is Lullington, a village with a very

small number of inhabitants, and a church only

sixteen feet square, of which Charles Lamb
should have been writing when he said of

Hollington church that it "seems dropped by

the angel that was tired of carrying two

packages ; marry, with the other he made

shift to pick his flight to Loretto."

At Willingdon, the first station from East-
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bourne, and now named Hampden Park, as a

compliment to Viscount Hampden, who has

given a large piece of land to the public,

are some decoy ponds, and in the Parker

chapel of the parish church are several note-

worthy monuments. The marble tomb to Sir

Nicholas Parker has an epitaph concluding

" Then blame not aged Britain's feeble womb,
For in her Parker's birth she did consume
Her utmost strength. The world will scarce be strong
For such another brave conception."

Far out at sea is a shoal called the Horse

of Willingdon.

When the Romans made their town at

Pevensey there was a bay reaching up to, if

not around, the spot where the castle stands,

now the coast-line is straight at Pevensey Bay
and the castle is a mile inland. It is one of

the best preserved of the Sussex ruins, though
in the sixteenth century an order was issued

that it should be either re-edified or utterly

razed! In 1650 the materials were sold for

.40, the purchaser, however, mercifully leaving

them standing. The outer walls are more im-

pressive than the castle, especially when sur-

veyed from the road. They are over twelve

feet thick and twenty-five high, enclosing about
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eight and a half acres of land, upon which the

Roman town of Anderida was built. The towers

and walls show lines of thin red brick used to

bind the stones, while the herring-bone work

of the repairing Saxon is visible on the tops

of several of the outer towers. The present

castle is of Norman origin, standing in the

south-west corner, where the hill was once

washed by the sea; the moat remains in the

inner side. Pevensey fell before the terrible

siege of Ella the Saxon, who in taking it

"slew all that dwelt therein, nor was there

one Briton left." It has since been four times

besieged, by Earl Godwin, by Rufus, by de

Montfort, and by the adherents of Richard II.,

and it has been the prison of an English

Queen.

Pevensey church stands on the spot where

William the Norman landed his troops on their

way to meet Harold; here we may place the

historical incident of William's ready wit, who,

when he made an unlucky fall, cried, "See, I

have the land in my hand."

In the little town lived Andrew Borde, men-

tioned in connection with Cuckfield, who made
himself famous when lampooning the English

love of dress by publishing a woodcut of an
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Englishman standing naked with a pair of

shears in one hand and a piece of cloth over

the other arm, above the lines

"
I am an Englishman, and naked I stand here

Musyng
1 in my mynd what rayment I shal ware

;

For now I wyl ware this, and now I wyl ware that
;

Now I wyl ware I cannot tell what."

The little town of Westham, on the east of

which stands the castle gateway, is but a street,

containing some picturesque old cottages. A
road from Pevensey runs north through Wart-

ling to Hurstmonceaux Castle, which was built

on the site of the manor-house about 1440 by

Roger de Fiennes, who fought at Agincourt.

It was one of the largest mansions in England,

being over two hundred feet square, enclosing

four courts, and having a window for every day

of the year, with a chimney for every Sunday.

Its situation was low, but the towers on either

side of the entry are eighty -four feet high.

The mellowed brick walls are now nearly

covered with ivy; the dining-room is a lawn,

and trees grow within what once were rooms.

Hurstmonceaux does not awaken the ideas

which come with the sight of Pevensey, but, as

the ruin of a stately home, it is in its way as

interesting as the remains of a fighting age. In
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the Ladies' Bower one of the daughters of the

house is said to have been starved to death in

her twenty-first year, and above the doorway
is the Drummer's Room, of which one story

says that a giant three yards high used to

stride along the battlements beating a drum;

another, that a certain Lord Dacre, believed to

be dead, hid himself here and beat a drum to

scare away his widow's suitors
;
but Addison in

his play, "The Drummer," makes a character

say,
"
Pho, Robin ! I tell ye he never appeared

yet but in the shape of th sound of a drum."

The church stands high, and was once

approached from the castle by "a brave old

avenue," says Walpole; there are some interest-

ing memorials both inside and in the burial-

ground. The village is noted as being the

place of origin of the "
trug," or Hastings basket,

a peculiar basket of bent wood largely used

south of the Thames, and one of the most

convenient holders of vegetables in their passage

from the garden to the house.

The nearest station to Hurstmonceaux is

Hailsham (noted for its cord manufactory, in

which, inter alia, all executioners' ropes are

made), from the border of which we can look

down upon that curious land of Pevensey Level,
8
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which once was the sea, and which now is a

marshy meadow; its one time islands being still

traceable by such names as Rickney, Mauxey,
Horse Eye, Chilleye, and Northeye, to say

nothing of Pevensey itself. When staying with

Archdeacon Hare at Hurstmonceaux, Walter

Savage Landor mused of other scenes while

gazing " Upon
The plain where William and where Caesar led

From the same Gaulish strand each conquering host,

And one the Briton, one the Saxon name,
Struck out with iron heel."

One of the most striking things along this

coast of alternate levels and cliffs is the number

of squat round towers either on the edge of the

land or partially surrounded by the sea. Their

name, Martello, is derived from a fort which

gave great trouble to the English on Cape

Mortella, and therefore gave rise to the idea,

during the Napoleonic scare, that such towers

would be of service against the French. They
are in diameter about forty feet at the base

and thirty at the top, the walls vary from five

to twelve feet in thickness, the door, reached

by a ladder, is five or six feet up the wall, and

a central pillar supports a bomb-proof roof upon
which a gun was mounted on a swivel. These
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forts extend from beyond Folkestone to Seaford.

It was of them that Campbell was thinking

when he wrote,

"Britannia needs no bulwarks,
No towers along the steep;

Her march is o'er the mountain wave,
And her home is on the deep."

Bexhill is the newest of the seaside resorts,

its population having multiplied by six between

1881 and 1901. It is scarcely a picturesque spot,

but it has that great essential, the sea with a

fine beach. Towards Pevensey, when the tide

runs low, stumps of oaks and beeches, from

four to twelve feet high, are visible in the

shallow water a bit of the old Andreadsweald

which here touched the coast. The pretty old

village of Bexhill, which is some distance from

the shore, has a grievance against Horace

Walpole, who, "on an unlucky day," saw and

admired a fine stained - glass window in St.

Peter's Church. "Soon afterwards, by a pro-

cess described as a 'sale,' this window came

into the possession of Lord Ashburnham, who

handed it to the famous gossip of the eighteenth

century." Walpole had it placed at Strawberry

Hill, and when he died it was sold for ,30,

and is now in Bury St. Edmunds.
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North of Bexhill lies Ninfield, a bright

village on the top of Standard Hill, where

tradition, in spite of adverse circumstances, has

it that William planted his standard on the eve

of the battle. Here stocks and whipping-post

beneath a clump of firs outside the village speak
of the past.

Still to the north is Ashburnham Place, a

beautiful park, with lakes and magnificent trees.

The owners were here before the Conquest,

though the present house was not built until

the time of Charles I. John Ashburnham of that

period was the friend of the unfortunate monarch,
and he preserved the shirt worn by Charles on

the scaffold, his watch, his white silk drawers,

and the sheet thrown over him at his execution.

These articles were bequeathed to the parish

for ever by a later Ashburnham,
" to be exhibited

as great curiosities"; but many years ago they

were removed from the church to the mansion,
where they are forbidden to "the public" eye.

The really interesting spot of Ashburnham
lies beyond the Park, near Penhurst, for there

was the Ashburnham Furnace, and there the

last Sussex Forge was at work. The last iron-

worker died no less recently than 1883, and the

fires were extinguished in the second decade
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of the nineteenth century ;
their extinction, it is

said, being immediately due to the smuggling,
for the habit of gin-drinking caused the men
to spoil their work.

Brightling Down, almost as high as Crow-

borough, lies a mile or so from the old furnace,

and Brightling has the reputation of being the

best wooded parish in England. Here, at the

invitation of John Fuller, Turner painted some

pictures; and here on the highest point Fuller,

the patron of science and art, the humorist,

who often set the House "in a roar," who was

once carried out willy-nilly for calling the Speaker
" the insignificant little fellow in a wig," built an

observatory called the Needle Obelisk. He also

bought Bodiam Castle to save it from destruc-

tion. Where the obelisk now stands there was

once a beacon always ready to light if French

ships came into view. Mr. Coker Egerton tells

of his having known one of the old "Sussex

Guides," who said, "It was our duty, sir, as

soon as we heard of the landing of the French,

to repair to the George Inn, at Battle, and thence

to guide the army the nearest way to the enemy."
Some years later, when French feeling again

ran high, Mr. Egerton asked a young man what

he thought would happen if the signal was now
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given from the Needle. "Well, sir, I think

there'd be a good many folks wanting tickets

at Etchingham by the next train to London,"

was the answer.

St. Leonards and Hastings are now one town,

extending for several miles along the sea coast,

the central point being the Albert Memorial,

about two hundred yards from the beach at the

end of Carlton Parade. Here, last November,
wild western and southern winds blew the sea

like a great river down the broad street and

onwards to the cricket ground, turning the latter

into a lake. Hastings is built over an undu-

lating range of hills extending from Eccles-

bourne, a sheer precipice to the sea, on the

east to Bo Peep, three miles away on the west.

On West Hill rise the arched ruins of Hastings

Castle, in the chapel of which Becket was the

first dean, and William of Wykeham was one

of the canons. Adjoining the castle is a large

hollow, probably an ancient encampment, called

the Ladies' Parlour
;
and in the sides of the cliff

are Clement's Caves, rediscovered in 1825, ex-

tending over three acres of darkness, and certainly

once useful to the smugglers. In the mellowed

old town, lying in the deep valley between the
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East and West Cliffs, is a house where Coventry

Patmore long lived
;
in All Saints' Street dwelled

the mother of Sir Cloudesley Shovel. Garrick

planted a slip from Shakespeare's mulberry tree

in the garden of East Cliff House ;
the Duke of

Wellington brought his bride to Hasting's House

in 1806, and Lord Byron stayed there in 1814.

Sir John Moore lived in High Street for a time,

and, to pass again from the sword to the pen,

Thomas Hood spent his honeymoon in the town

in 1825 ;
Charles Lamb loved and hated Hastings

within the pages of one letter. Going farther

back, Titus Gates was baptized at All Saints'

Church in 1619, and Old Humphrey, the writer

of many books for the young, gave his name

to Old Humphrey's Avenue. Mr. Henry James

says of the town so picturesque from the sea:
"
Hastings is very grey and sober and English,

and indeed it is because it seemed to me so

English that I gave my best attention to it."

The two most favoured excursions from

Hastings are Battle Abbey and Fairlight Glen.

The former is on a hill, shut in by a circle of

wooded hills through which the valley winds

towards Hastings. All round this district are

names referring to the great battle
;
in a lane on

Telham Hill William is said to have told over
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his soldiers, Caldbeck is where he recalled his

pursuing forces, Watch Oak has reference to

some watch kept there, and Malfosse names

a chasm into which many pursuing Normans

were flung by their worsted enemies. When
William's hauberk was by accident brought to

him reversed before the battle, and his nobles

looked askance at the bad omen, he boldly

said that if God made him victorious he

would build an abbey for the souls of the

slain. At the end of the day he dined where

his brave opponent had been killed, and within

ten years the Abbey of St. Martin of the

Place of the Battle rose where the Saxon

standard fell. The High Altar was exactly on

the spot of Harold's death. Harold's body was

buried by the Conqueror's order "on the shore

of the land which he sought to guard," and St.

Leonards shows an enormous stone which was

placed over the grave. There is, however, little

doubt that his body was afterwards transferred

to his church at Waltham. Sanguelac is the

name of the spot east of the church because

of the blood spilt there, and Drayton says in

his
"
Polyolbion

"
of the little river Asten

" Asten once distained with native English blood,

Whose soil yet, when but wet with any little rain,

Doth blush, as put in mind of those there sadly slain."
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The abbey church was destroyed by Anthony

Browne, but the broken altar stones were dis-

covered a century ago. The walls of the great

refectory still remain
; crypts and many frag-

ments are to be seen, but the church is now a

garden in which stand old yews and cedars.

The present noble gateway is said to have been

built by Abbot Retlynge in 1338.

Bodiam Castle is about eight miles to the

north of Battle, the way lying through Sedles-

comb and Robertsbridge, where the remains of

a Cistercian Abbey are built into a farm-house.

Its abbot was one of those sent into Germany
to look for Cceur de Lion. It was here that

Horace Walpole and Mr. Chute could only find

a bed and a half, all the rest, including the

other half, being "inhabited by smugglers." So

the two went on to Battle, arriving "at a still

worse inn, and that crammed with excise

officers, one of whom had just shot a smuggler."

Bodiam Castle, on the Rother, though little

more than a shell, stands proudly in the midst

of its lily-covered moat, its ten towers, round

and square, being about seventy feet in height.

Inside are to be found the remains of the hall,

chapel, and kitchen, the latter with two fire-

places and oven of tiles. It was built on the
T
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site of a weaker building by Sir Edward Dalyn-

gruge, a warrior of Poictiers.

Three miles from the Memorial to the north-

west of Hastings lies Hollington church. On
the way from seeing this, Thomas Hood killed

a viper, and declared that vipers are called adders

because two and two of them together make four.

The Sussex people call them arrfers, and say that

they cannot die until sunset, also that on an

adder's belly may always be found the words
" If I could hear as well as see,

No man in life could master me."

A legend runs that when Hollington church

was being built the stones were each night

removed to a lonely spot. While those con-

cerned were discussing the matter, they heard

a voice saying that the building should be

allowed to proceed if they would consent to

place the church in the place indicated. This

was agreed to, but immediately the church was

built he planted a thick wood about it so that

it could not be seen. The trees have been

thinned now, but there are still no houses near.

The following characteristic passage from one

of Charles Lamb's letters describing this small

church is full of fancy:
"

It must have been erected in the very
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infancy of British Christianity, for the two or

three first converts
; yet hath it all the appur-

tenances of a church of the first magnitude, its

pulpit, its pews, its baptismal font; a cathedral

in a nutshell. Seven people would crowd it

like a Caledonian chapel. The minister that

divides the word there must give lumping penny-

worths. It is built to the text of two or three

assembled in My name. It reminds me of the

grain of mustard seed. If the glebe land is pro-

portionate, it may yield two potatoes. Tythes
out of it could be no more split than a hair.

Its First Fruits must be its Last, for 'twould

never produce a couple. It is truly the strait

and narrow way, and few there be (of London

visitants) that find it. The still small voice is

surely to be found there, if anywhere."

Fairlight Glen is about three miles from

Hastings, a pretty wooded cleft on Fairlight

Down, with a dripping well at the foot of a

good old beech tree. The "Lovers' Seat" is in

a recess in the cliff facing the sea, a place

which would be both peaceful and beautiful if

excursionists were less generous with their

waste paper. Of this spot Lamb said, in days
when the bun-eater was scarce :

"Let me hear that you have clamber'd up
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to Lovers' Seat; it is as fine in that neighbour-

hood as Juan Fernandez, as lonely too, when

the fishing-boats are not out; I have sat for

hours staring upon a shipless sea. The salt

sea is never so grand as when it is left to itself."

The south-eastern corner of Sussex is

perhaps the most romantic spot in the county.

Here with the dangers of wind and sea ever

before them, with the changeful marsh land

ever at their feet, the character of the people

seems to have been fierce and untutored.

Smugglers, pirates, and fighters were they,

watching for the French marauder, or waiting

to serve their king's ships. Brede Place, lying

in the hollow north of Winchelsea, is still

haunted, though the ghosts were but raised by
the men of the kegs. This picturesque house

of the time of Henry VII. had once a strange

owner. Sir Goddard Oxenbridge, whose hand-

some tomb lies in the hill-top church which he

partly built, was an ogre, who dined on children,

he was also invulnerable to everything but

wood. So his neighbours fashioned a great

wooden saw, and making him drunk, sawed

him in two at a place still called Groaning

Bridge. In Brede church is the cradle in which

Dean Swift was hushed to sleep. (It is difficult
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to realise that some people ever were babies,

as a wit has put it.) One of the three Sussex

Heronries is in Great Sowden's Wood here.

Of the pretty Udimore church a gentler legend
is told than of Hollington. The people began
to build it at the side of the river Ree, but

each night the stones were removed to the

other side. So the parishioners watched, and

heard the moving of wings and a voice crying,

"O'er the mere! o'er the mere!" Thus the

name became Udimore.

Northiam, in the midst of hop gardens,

meadows, woodland, and ancient houses, has

one historical event, in that Queen Elizabeth

dined on the village green beneath a great

oak in 1573. She changed her shoes before

restarting, and the shoes are still among the

treasures of Northiam.
" O rare Norgem ! thou dost far exceed

Beckley, Peasmarsh, Udimore, and Brede."

Winchelsea and Rye are twin Cinque Ports,

lying each upon an islet, in the midst of marshy
meadows. At one time the rock upon which

Rye was built was surrounded by the sea, and

Winchelsea, on a low flat island, lay south-

south-east of Rye. But in the early part of

the thirteenth century tremendous storms arose,
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"the sea flowed twice without ebb, making
1 a

horrible noise." Churches, bridges, mills, and

three hundred houses were destroyed. For some

years after that, perhaps through a nice sense

of revenge, the men of Winchelsea were earn-

ing their living as pirates, for which their king

gave them severe chastisement. Ten years later

Edward granted them a sandstone rock to which

to transfer their dwellings, and in 1287 came
the great inundation which buried old Win-

chelsea under the waves. Now the days of

piracy, of French quarrels, of smuggling, and of

importance are gone, and the town, built upon
a wooded hill, is one of the sweetest, gravest

little places in England. Its old gates, its

noble ruin of a majestic church, near which

Wesley preached his last open-air sermon, its

wonderful arched and groined cellars under its

cottages, built as safety rooms against many
enemies, its terraces and old buildings, surround

it with an atmosphere as of some dreamland,

in which the most world-weary might regain

health of mind. And yet it has not escaped

the punster !

"
Dovor, Sandiricus,

Ry, Rum, Frig-mare-ventus
"

(Wind-chill-sea ! )

is how the Eastern Cinque Ports were de-
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scribed by Samuel Jeake of Rye. I quote the

following passage from Mr. Henry James's de-

lightful book,
"
English Hours "

:

"Close beside the east gate, so close that

one of its battered towers leans heavily on the

little garden, is a wonderfully perched cottage,

of which the mistress is a very celebrated lady,

who resorts to the place in the intervals of an

exacting profession for refreshment and rest.

The small grounds of this refuge, supported

by the old town-wall and the steep plunge
of the great hill, have a rare position and

view. The narrow garden stretches away in

the manner of a terrace to which the top of

the wall forms a low parapet, and here it is,

when the summer days are long, the sweet old

soul of all the land seems most to hang in

the air." The celebrated lady was Ellen Terry.

From Winchelsea across the marsh winds

the good road to Rye, with the squat towered

walls of Camber Castle to the right. It is

scarcely possible to be happier than is Mr.

Henry James in his descriptions of these

places, which he knows so well, and the

following is a faithful picture of Rye from

his pen:

"If Rye and its rock and its church is a
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miniature Mont Saint Michel, so, when the

summer deepens, the shadows fall, and the

mounted shepherds and their dogs pass before

you in the grassy desert, you find in the wild

English marsh a recall of the Roman Cam-

pagna."

If only modern builders had not planted a

row of ugly little red cottages at the base of

the hill ! But we forget such blots when we
enter Rye's narrow streets and look at its old

houses clustered round the largest church in

Sussex, and watch the river Rother which de-

bouches on the left, blown there by a storm, for

once its mouth was fourteen miles to the east.

This town, which, because of its command of

oak, could build thirteen ships at once for the

king, has now an output of only three or four

fishing-boats in the year. Only the picturesque

Land Gate and Ypres (locally Wipers) Tower
remain of the great fortifications of Rye Royal,

so named by Elizabeth, whence once our sove-

reigns passed to and from France, and where

most foreigners landed. The surroundings of

this spot might be those beautifully described

in the following stanzas by one of the most

individual of our younger poets, Mr. Ford

Madox Hueffer:
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" Up here, where the air's very clear,

And the hills slope away nigh down to the bay,

It is very like Heaven . . .

For the sea's wine-purple and lies half asleep

In the sickle of the shore, and serene in the west,

Lion-like, purple and brooding in the even,

Low hills lure the sun to rest.

Very like Heaven . . . For the vast marsh dozes,

And waving plough-lands and willowy closes

Creep and creep up the soft south steep.

In the pallid North the grey and ghostly downs do fold

away.
And, spinning spider-threadlets down the sea, the sea-

lights dance

And shake out their wavering radiance.

Very like Heaven . . . For, a shimmering of pink,

East, far east, past the sea-lights' distant blink,

Like a cloud shell pink, like the ear of a girl,

Like Venice-glass mirroring mother-o'-pearl,
Like the small pink nails of my lovely lady's fingers,
Where the skies drink the sea and the last light lies

and lingers
There is France."
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